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Àbstract

Some Provincial Forests in southern Manitoba have become

popular public recreational areas, yet little pJ-anning for
that type of land use has been done. In Manitoba, all
Provincial Forests have heretofore been managed with a

specific forestry objective in rnind, that is, the ful-I

utilization of the forest resource on a sustained-yield basis

for the purpose of producing forestry products. Regulation of

all other uses and activities, such as preserving witdlife
habitat, watersheds, and wil-derness recreation, is subsumed

under a multi-use management approach. However, since multi-
use is not clearly defined and has no guidelines for specific
existing activities, most of these other uses and activities
cannot be effectively adminÍstered.

One of these other uses and activities is recreation. It
is the focus of this study. During the l-970s and rSOs

recreational activities in some Provincial Forests increased

dramatically, yet no recreation-oriented development strategy

vtas devised to accommodate these activities . Clearl-y,

Provincial Forests cannot continue to be adequately managed

under the present forestry management nandate. The entire
use-spectrum must be taken into account. A comprehensive and

responsible recreational management strategy is vitaÌ in order

to guide and direct growing recreationat demands and protect

the interests of all- forest users.



In this report, the BeÌair provincial Forest is used
as an example. A set of management guidelines for
recreational use has been deveroped that, could be appried to
recreational management in Provinciar Forests generalry.

1]'
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tist of Definitions
Annual Allowable Cut:

A determination of the arlowabre annual harvest of
timber; the use of such a method insures that the forest
thrives in a sustainabre manner. The annual arrowable cut
considers compiled volume inventory data by cover type, â9e

crass, and species. The basic vorumetric formura is as

follows:

Annual Yield: Growing Stock
Half the number of years in rotation

Annual Allowable Cut (AÀc) obviously varies between management

unit groups in relation to area, volume of timber, and

species. Each species is calcurated separatery according to
its rotation age. Reductions to the AÀc. occur due to fires,
windfalls, insects, and disease.

In Manitoba the all-owable cut is discreÈely established for
each management unit (Gi11, 1956; Manitoba Natural Resources,

le81)

Extensive Recreational Use:

This refers to recreational activities that are temporary

and/or sporadic in nature, and are of a row monetary value in
terms of individual investment. such uses are those

associated with the casuar use of an area, i.e. cross country
skiing, sno$/mobiling, wandering, nature viewing, sport hunting
and fishing (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1996a).

xL



Forest Uanagement Unit3

Refers to any area which may be subject to a forestry
utilization management pran. A sustained yierd principre is
pursued as the object of forestry management (province of
Manitoba, 1-987').

Forest Recreation:

Any form of recreation that takes place in a

designated forest area (Douglas, Lgg2).

Intensive Recreational Use:

Refers to those recreational uses that are of a permanent

nature, usuarly representing a considerabre investment.

rntensive use impries the deveropment of the land base to
support a recreational use activity i.e. cottaging, resort
development (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1986a) .

Non-renewable Resources 3

Resources that, once used or extracted, cannot be

repraced, i.e. aggregate removal (soit conservation society
of America, L9761.

Outdoor Recreation:

Recreation in open space areas where the naturar setting
or resource is the principle component. Generally these areas

are little suited for int,ensive development and are extensive

in nature (Manitoba Natural Resources, l-996a) .

Provincial Forest:

rncludes any lands designated as such in The Forest Act.

All Provincial Forests referred t,o in this report are listed
xLt



in Schedule rtArr within The Provincial Forest Act (province of
Manitoba, 1987).

Renewable Resources:

Resources that can be sustained naturalry or by assisted
repracement and reprenishment, i.e. rumber, fish, wildlife
(Soil Conservation Society of America, Lg76).

Southern ttanitoba:

Essentially Agro-Manitoba. Boundaries coincide on the
east, west, and south with the boundaries of the province.

The northern boundary runs from the point of intersection of
the saskatchewan border with the north linit of Township 46

eastward to Lake lrtinnipeg. From this point on Lake winnipeg
the boundary follows the lakeshore northward, around the l_ake

to the eastern shore and southward down the east shore to the
northern boundary of the Local GovernmenÈ District of
Alexander. The boundary then forrows the northern border of
Alexander to the whiteshell Provincial Forest eastward to the
ontario border. AII provincial forests except the cormorant
Provincial ForesÈ fall within this area (Figure 1); (Barto and

Vogel, L978).

Sustained Yíeld:

A barance between the growth of the forest and the
drawdor¡n or deplet,ion of the resource. rn forestry management

this can be achieved once inventory is known. Then an
rfallowabre cutrr is derived (Manitoba Natural Resources, r98r).

x1r1



Sustained field t{anagement:

The planned use of a forest area whereby the tinber
produced is periodically removed without reducing the capacity
of the area to continue productÍon at an equar or greater rate
in perpetuity (Province of Manitoba, I9g7).

xlv
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1. Introduction

Many Provincial Forests (fornerly known as Forest

Reserves) in southern Manitoba are being subjected to
increasing demands in respect to recreational use on a year-

round basis. Forest areas are popurar because they offer an

escape from congested urban centres and an opportunity to
experience pleasurable outdoor act,ivities in a wirderness

setting. Hovrever, the impact of many of these activities is
no$t causing concern because they have the potentiaJ- to
conflict with the principar purpose of a provinciaL Forest,
which is the deveropment of its tinber resource. rn order to
forestarl this in Manitoba, the provincial Forests need to be

carefurry managed, and guidelines rerated to recreationar use

need t,o be implemented. This wilI cont,ribute to the
protection of all renewable and non-renewable resources in a

forest,.

Public perceptions as to the use of provincial Forest

lands for reisure pursuits seem to be changing (Brockman and

Merriam, L973). Formerry, people tended to confine their
recreational activities to the controlled areas of urban parks

and Provinciar Parks. However, parks now t,end to be crowded

and activities in them too restricted (Manitoba Natural
Resources, 1988). Therefore, peopre are increasingry
utilizing the accessibre, yet undeveloped, forest, areas for
an opportunity to enjoy the freedom thelr associate with the

natural setting.
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In Manitoba, many Provincial Forest areas are easy of
access. Accessibility and associated increased use ultinately
pose concerns rerative to the forestsr werL-being over the

long term. rf unregulated intensive uses and increased

extensive recreational uses of Provincial Forests continue,

a management strategy will be necessary in order to prevent

confrict between the diverse expectations of forest users.

Expanded recreational use of provincial Forest,s, both

intensive and extensive,is occurring in many different areas.

A case study of the Belair provincial Forest provides an

example of this trend. The Belair provinciar Forest is
located close to !,rinnipeg and other urban centres. Because

of its accessibility, and its desirabirity as a wirderness

retreat, more and more recreationar activities have been

pursued there over the past twenty years. Activities include
sport hunting, hiking, horseback riding, berry picking, the

viewing of wildlife, cross-country skiing, and snowmobiring.

Recently, all-terrain motorcycle riding, arr-terrain off-road
three- and four-wheel riding, and licensed four-by-four
vehicre riding have arso become poputar. rn addition to this,
major private facitity proposals retating to ski slope

development and the location of permanent rodges have been

received. Further increments to persistent recreational-

activity hêy, it can be argued, seriously detract from the

forest,rs primary and traditional uses. However, tttraditionarrl

and rrinnovativett uses are not necessariry incompatibre.
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Recreation within forests can be sustained if it is suitably
controlled. Compatible recreational use, therefore, needs to

be planned and implemented.

No study of recreational use in a Manit,oba ProvinciaL

Forest has been undertaken prior to this investigation. The

evaluation of activities in the Belair Provincial Forest

provides the basis for recommendations for a working guide for
public recreational use management of this and aII other

Provincial Forests. The assessment includes a discussion of

Manitobars Provincial Forests: why they were created, the

value of their wilderness settings, a history of their tradi-
tional uses, past and present recreational demandsr âD

evaluation of the Belair Provincial Forest as an example of

a controlled rnultiple use area, and a workable strategy for
defining and implementing acceptable recreat,ional uses of

Provincial Forests.
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2. Provincial Forests in Manitoba

2.L Background

Throughout Manitobars early history, until the end of the

nineteenth century and into the earry years of the twentieth,
forest resources were increasingly utilized by a growing

!,lestern canadian population. rn the southern area of the

province Èhe population was almost twenty tines as large in
1911 as it had been in 1870 (Table 1).

Table 1

fopulation of ¡¡anitoba
in the Settlenent Years (18?0-1911)

Year

L870
1900
1905
1911

Source: Barto and Vogel, L978

Population

25,288
255,zLL
365, 688
46L ,394

Immigration settlement, policies and the Dominion Governrnentrs

mandate to create a viable Western econorny with agricultural
settlement, in nind, were largery responsible for this influx
of people. Aft,er these dates the growth trend continued, but

was less dramatic. Hohrever, the large influx of people into
Manitoba, and their cont,inued demands for arabre land, became

the basis for concern as the accessible forest resources of
southern Manitoba steadily decreased.

During these early years Manitobars forests supplied

settrersr needs for buirding materials and fuel. Littre
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thought was given to the preservation and replacement of
Manitoba's wooded areas. settrers creared and extracted

ti¡nber from both arabre and non-arable rand whenever they

needed the tirnber or the cleared rand. The future of forests
in Manitoba was not their concern (GiIl , Lg62).

Yet even before 1900 some government concern about the

decrine of forest areas vras in evidence. rn recognition of
the need to preserve some wooded rands fron settrement, the

Turtre Mountain, spruce vtoods, and Riding Mountain areas $/ere

not made available for setÈlement. These areas $/ere set aside

as Federal Timber Reserves (Renewable Resources Division,
L975). These lands, totalling 4,100 square kilometres
(Harrison, l-g34), $/ere administered by the Lands Branch of
the Department of the rnterior until 1906. subsequently,until

1930, the adninistration of all forest or tinber reserve areas

was transferred to the Dominion Forestry Branch via the Forest

Reserve Act of 1906 (Renewable Resources Division, 1975).

Two addit,ional reserves were established in 1906: the

Duck Mountain Reserve (3r693 square kilometres) and the

Porcupine Reserve (L,987 square kirometres). The sandirands

Forest Reserve !üas created in L9z3 (Renewable Resources

Division, L9751. At, this time five Forestry Reserves, two of
which !'rere previousry Timber Reserves, had been established

under The Dominion Forest Reserve Act (see Table Z).



Table 2

Federal Forest Reserves of Manitoba L923

Name Àrea Scr.Miles lkm2) Year of Establishment

Turtle Mtn. 109
Spruce Woods 224
PorcupJ-ne Mtn. 767
Duck Mtn. L426
Sandilands l-89

TOTALI 27L6

282 L906(1895 Timber Reserve)
5BO 1"906(1895 Timber Reserve)

L987 1906
3693 1906
490 L923

7 032

Source: Renewable Resources Division, 1-975.

Until l-930, these five Reserves !ìrere the only land areas

in Manitoba not available for settlement and agricultural
development. One of these areas, the Riding Mountain Timber

Reserve, rras eventually declared a Federal National Park prior
to the formal transfer of the administration of natural

resources to the Province of Manitoba on July 15, l-930 under

the terms of the Statute of tlestminster. It remained

unavailable for settlement, (ci1l, 1962).

Under the Provincial Forestry Act of 1930, the Province

of Manitoba assuned the responsibility not only for preserving

these Forest Reserves but of managing them as well.
Henceforth, Federal involvement concerning forestry matters in

Manitoba vras reduced to a minimum.

The assumption of responsibility in respect to aIl
forestry concerns set the stage for the establ-ishrnent of the

Provincial Forest mandate and the Provincial Forestry

Management PIan, which occurred later.

From the 1930s to the 1960s the Province of Manitoba
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recognized the need for continuing the process whereby forest
lands would be preserved. Most land suitable for agricultural
sett,Iement, had been claimed prior to 1930 (Murchie and Grant,

L926). In some cases unsuitable lands !'rere homesteaded and

subsequently abandoned. This occurred to a considerabre

degree along the west side of Lake Manitoba, in the southeast,

and in other areas of marginal soils along the rpioneer

fringerr.

In the course of the 1940s, r5Os, and r60s, the rural
population of Manitoba decrined by 26 percent (Barto and

vogel, L978). lfÍthin this same tine period Forest Reserve

expansion cont,inued. In 1931 the !{hiteshell Forest Reserve,

in L947 the cormorant Reserve, in Lgs4- the Agassiz Reserve and

the Berair Forest Reserve, and in 1956 the North l,Iest Angre

Forest, Reserve $¡ere established (Table 3).

Table 3
Forest Reserves of lrlanitoba 1961

Forest Reserves

Turtle Mountain
Spruce l{oods
Duck Mountain
Porcupine Mountain
Sandilands
I{hiteshell
Cormorant
Agassiz
Belair
North t{est Angle

TOTAL

Source: Renewable Resource
Manitoba Natural Resources

Area So. Miles lkm2l

70
232

1451
807
584

1087
575
275

54
280

5415

Division, L975
1989a

181
601

3758
2090
L5L2
29L5
1489

7L3
140
725

L4 024
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The ten Provincial Forestry Reserves were all managed and

ad¡ninistered under the authority of the 1930 Forestry Act.
The Forestry Branch of the Department of Mines and Natural
Resources !.tas responsible for overseeing four basic functions:
protection, management, tinber sares, and recreation (Manitoba

Natural Resources, 1981). However, in 1961 the Renewabre

Resources Branch was created within the DepartmenÈ of Mines

and Natural Resources, which absorbed the former Forestry
Branch and the Game and Fisheries Branch into a regional
framev¡ork. The province was divided into eight regional areas

charged with responsibility for forestry protection,
management, and administration.

Recreational activity within provinciar Forests came to
be considered separatery from the forest adninistration
mandate. until 1960-61 iÈ had been Èhe responsibirity of the

Provincial Forester via The Forest Act. rn 1960, with the
passing of The Provincial Parks Act, it became possible for
specific Provincial Parks and Provincial Recreat,ional Areas

to be formed (sorners, 1964). once regulations for The parks

Act qtere proclaimed several Provincial Park Land areas r¡rere

established (Tabre 4) and separate staff began administering
park rands. Henceforth, lands designated tforestry user and

rrparks usetr hrere aùninistered separately.
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Table 4

Forest Reseryes, Provirrcial park or
Proviræiat Recreatimal Area 1989

Forest Reserve Provincial park Association

Turtle l{ountain Turtte ilountain provincial park
Spruce lroods Spruce lJoods provinciat park
Duck llountain Duck l,lountain provincial park
llhiteshetI thiteshetl, provinciat park
Eelair Grand Beach provinciaL park

Source: lilânitoba NaturaI Resources, 1989b

So. Mi tes (km2)

T3 189
96 249
492 1274

105ó 2735
9.5 ?4.6

rn L964 The Forest, Act !"as revised and Forest Reserves

!"ere renamed Provincial Forests. No further provincial

Forests were created, nor rrrere the boundaries of the existing
Provincial Forests extended untiÌ the 19BOs. Certain
significant, events pronpted a nevr thrust to create additional
Provincial Forests.

First, cont,inued restructuring of Èhe Renehrable Resources

Branch within the Department of Renewabre Resources and

Transportation services broadened the scope of its services
until, eventualry, the separate Department, of Natural
Resources vras created. rt was formed in response to å

ttgrowing pubric involvement in provinciar resourcesr and

because there was a need to include all the functional aspects

of Naturar Resource branches into one Department (Manitoba

Natural Resources, 1991) .

The second reason vras the recognition of the need for
crown Land use Pranning within the Department of Natural
Resources and other government departments. The importance

of the directive for land use pranning to the Department of
Naturar Resources and other government departments, in
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particular the Departmentrs Forestry Branch, was that:
(1) there t¡as now in place a mechanisrn to resolve 1and-

use issues involving more than one Department,; and

(21 there was in place a mechanism for assessing 1and use

and environmental impacts of project proposals affecting crown

Lands (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1986a).

Forestry Branch now had an appropriate mandate to plan

for the future. From 1981 to Lg87 several areas of forest
rands trere reviewed and assessed for future long-t,erm forestry
use. Through the neh¡ interdepartmental land-use planning

process, Forestry Branch eventualry estabrished five nevr

Provincial Forests (TabJ.e 5) and revised the boundaries of
several existing Provincial Forests.

The estabrishment of Manitobars provinciar Forests to
date has involved considerable foresight, planning, and

innovative thinking. there now are fifteen provincial

Forests. They total approximately 2,2OO, OOO hectares

(5,4341000 acres).

Provincial
L¡and Use

Provincial Forest

Cat Hills
Brightstone Sand Hills
lrlampurn
Moose Creek
Swan Pelican

Table 5

Forests Established via the
Planning Process (1984-87)

Area
Sq.miles lkm2l Year Established

6.1 16
51.3 133
3.8 10

254 658

1981
1984
L987
L987
L9871430 3705

Source: Manitoba Natural Resources, 1989c.
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Table 6

Forest area

locations.

gives a finat

designations

area breakdown of the

in Manitoba. Figure I

ProvinciaL

shows their

Table 6
Provincial Forest Àrea Designation, 1989

Sq.rniles (krnt ) Year of Creation

Turtle Mountain
Spruce liloods
Porcupine
Duck Mountain
Sandilands
Whiteshell
Cormorant
Agassiz
Belair
Northwest Angle
Cat Hills
Brightstone
SandhilIs
Wampum
Moose Creek
Swan Pelican

Approximate:

70
232
807

14 55
107 0
L329
57L
307
78.8

822
6.1

51. 3
3.8

254
1430

8487

181
601

2090
377 0
2772
3442
L479
795
204

2L29
L6

133
10

658
37 05

2L985

1906:t
1906*
1906rt
19 0 6't
]-923rc
19 3 L¡k
L947 tc

19 54 ¡k

1954)c
L956*
19 81

L984
L987
L987
L987

Source: Manitoba Natural Resources, 1989a.

*originally Forest Reserves
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2.2 Tbe Provincial Forest Uandate

The original mandate governing provincial Forests had

been to insure their werl being by protecting the timber
resource and controlling wood disposal, suppressing wild
fires, conducting research, and pranting trees. This need to
protect the timber resource vras recognized by both the
Dominion Government and the Province. The Federal Department

of the Interior and the Provincial Governmentrs Forestry
Branch had estabrished this mandate and they continued to
reinforce it. The mandate was refined and expanded to include
not' only forestry interests but those of other resource user
groups associated with the Provincial Forestsr land base.

The expanded mandate, according to the Forestry Branch

of the Department of Natural Resources, recognizes Provincial
Forests prinarily for rrthe perpetuar growth of Èinber,for
preservation of the forest cover, and to further provide for
a reasonable use of all the resources that the forest Lands

containrr (Province of Manitoba, I9g7) .

The expanded mandate today accounts for the diversity
of uses of, and the needs and demands associated with,
Provinciar ForesÈs. rt is the guide for resource manaçters who

ensure thaÈ the prirnary objectives of the mandate are

rearized. rn practice, both rnult,i-use management strategies
and sustainable development principles are being imprenented.
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2.3 llhe Maaagrenent of Provincial Forests in Manitoba

Provinciar Forests are managed by the Forestry Branch in
a manner similar to that applying to other crown forest areas

under the authority of The Forest, Àct. currently, the nain

objective of forest, management is to furry utirize the

forestry resource in a sustainable manner.

lfhen, in the 1890s, administration of the forests was

placed with the Dorninion Lands Branch of the Department of the

rnterior, nothing in the way of forest management in the field
vras attenpted. Linited manpo$rer $ras arlocated to forestry
duties. rts duties were confined to the cruising of tinber
areas, the prevention of unauthorized tinber harvesting, and

the collection of dues (ciff, 1960).

ft was not until 1895 that some recognition was directed
towards forest management via the creation of Federal Timber

Reserves and, in 1899, by the appointment of a chief rnspector
of Timber and Forestry in ottawa. rn 1901 the growing of tree
stock materialized. Trees were suppried to Manitoba farmers

from the Dominion Experirnental Farm in Brandon and later from

rndian Head in saskatchewan (cirr, 1960). The growing of
seedrings for restocking forest lands for commerciaÌ purposes

also commenced.

The Federal Government continued t,o be involved in a

managerial capacity in respect to Manitobats forests. rn

fact, aft,er Manitobars northern þoundary hras extended to the

6Oth Parallel in t9L2, the Federal Government not only
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recognized the importance of northern wooded areas but also
introduced management techniques to detect and suppress fires.
rn L92L a f ederar rrAir Boardrf staf f , in cooperation with the
Federar Forest service (of the Federal Forestry Branch),

created a floatplane base at Victoria Beach on Lake lrfinnipeg

to provide fire detection service for Tirnber Reserve areas and

Northern crown Land tinbered areas (cilr, !960). Additional
floatplane bases hrere created in such wooded areas as Lac du

Bonnet and Norway House. Gradually the function of forest
fire detection and suppression expanded to incrude timber
surveillance. rnstead of an rrAir Board, service, the Roya]-

canadian Air Force supplied equipment and fright service for
organized and sustained forest fire detection and control.

The Federal Government, via the Forestry Branch,

continued to expand its nanagement responsibilities,
particurarly in Eastern Manitoba (East of l{innipegr generaÌry

from Pine Falls south to the Canada-United States border and

east to the Manitoba-ontario border). Federar forestry staff
conducted and conpleted both an aeriat survey and a ground

survey of the eastern forest inventory which led to the

creaÈion of the sandilands Forestry Reserve in Lg23 (ci11,

1960). Further to this, and in consequence of innovative
techniques in tinber area and volume measurement established
through the Federar Governmentrs invorvement in aeriar and

ground surveillance, the ext,ent of the tinber suppty vras

estabrished. This information confirmed the existence of
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adequate feedstocks for a pulp-and-paper mill in Manitoba.

rn L927 the Manit,oba Paper company v¡as estabrished at pine

Falls.

on Jury 15, 1930 an agreement $ras signed between the

Dominion Government, and the province of Manitoba for
provincial control of naturar resources. Generar forest
management in Manitoba after 1930 continued as the

responsibirity of the provincial Department of Mines and

Naturar Resources. rts poricy was to conserve and develop the
provincers forestry resources. The tinber management

principles vrere sirnirar to those that had been practised
federally. The Province henceforth evaluated and measured the

tinbered area, utilized the resource in a tsustainabrerl

manner, and protected it (cifl, 1960).

since 1930 forest management in Manitoba has evolved

substantially, particularly over the decades of the 1970s and

r80s. Management, has extended to rands beyond provincial

Forests. On Crown tirnbered land outside of Order-in-Council

Provincial Forests, The Forest Àct provides a general

authority for the Provincial Minister of Natural Resources to
regurate, administer, and dispose of the tinber resource

through its agency, the Forestry Branch (cill, 1960).

The Forest Act, however, is not all-encornpassing. There

are severar other authorities. For example, íf forest
management act.ivities irnpinge on other resources and other
resource users, these resource interest groups interact,
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drawing on the appropriate provincial statutes that best

represent the interests of all groups. Many statutes,
incruding The crown Lands Act, provinciar park Lands Act,
Wildlife Act, Federal Fisheries Act, and Mines Act, apply in
some degree.

Within order-in-Council Provincial Forests that have been

set aside specifically for perpetual forestry use, the

Forestry Act and its regurations predominate. other rand-

use and resource-use activities (as they relate to the

surface) are required to be compatibre with the primary use,

which is rerated to forestry management. rn terms of
rnanagement activities, designaÈed provincial Forests are

specificarly geared to forestry operations. Àrr other uses

are considered to be secondary and, if they are arrowed, must

not interfere with the utirization and management of the

tinber resource. rrother usesrr, however, are allowed onry by

permission of the Director of Forestry or the Minister as in
The Forest Act (Province of Manitoba, 1987).

In Provincial Forests where other, overlapping
designations occur on the same land base, joint management

and adninistration of use occurs. For example, some

Provinciar Forestsr of, porÈions thereof, have supplementary

functions: they can arso function as provincial parks and/or

wirdlife Management Areas or have some other designation.

There are situat,ions notìr, in which these rnurtipre-use
designations are appried. rn response t,o this, foresÈ
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management principles and practices have had to be modified.

The management of the rand base and resources of
Provincial Forests is often comprex and requires on-the-spot,

decisions that affect urultiple-use interests. Local

nunicipalitíes, the pubtic, private interest groups, and

industry, all demand rights-of-use involving provincial

Forests beyond the traditionar uses that are related to
forestry. Heretofore, legislation under The Forestry Act has

prohibited many intensive uses (other than mineral
developnent) within Provinciar Forests and has allowed many

extensive uses (non-permanent, activities) to occur within
their boundaries. one might, think that such a poricy would

discourage public involvement. However, this is not the case.

The use of such rands by the general pubric, especiatly for
some recreational activities, is increasing.

Today, considerable demand is placed on provincial

Forests for recreation, yet there has been no real
recreational planning or strat,egy development to nonitor this
deveropment. This has red to a rising concern about the

allowable future use of forest lands. Of fundamental interest
are those related issues Èhat non invorve the use of the

Provincial Forest land base for recreational purposes.
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3. The Belair Provincial Forest

The Belair Provincial Forest is an example of a forested
area that is highty regarded for its renewable and non-

renewable resources and for it,s public recreational appeal.

l{hat, has not been adequatery understood is the rerationship
between resource deveropment and forestry management

practices, and the pubricts recreational wants and needs

(Brockman and Merriam, 1973). Consequently, the Belair
Provincial Forest (Figure 2) (prate 1) has become an example

of conflicting activity uses. rt is located in one of the

most intensively used recreationar areas of the province (Lake

winnipeg-Traverse Bay area). Here the general pubric has

increased its recreational activities at the same tine as

further forestry use demands have arso been made. !{hether or

not increased recreat,ional uses of the Berair provincial

Forest, wilr compete wíth its long-term forestry objectives
needs to be determined. Shou1d extensive recreation-related
uses be allowed to continue in an uncontrolled manner? Should

permanent recreational facitiÈies be permitted in resource

production areas? These questions need to be addressed.
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A pubric recreationar use strategy needs to be deveroped

for all Provincial Forests (Brockman and Merriam, rg73). This

case study, using the Berair provincial Forest, will
investigate uses, needs, and special interesÈs. rt will also
offer some planned strategy ideas for recreaÈional-

development, while respecting the renewable and non-renewabre

resource-use activities occurring within its boundaries.
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3.1 Past and Present Land-Use Issues

Provincial Forests such as the Belair v/ere originally
created to conserve timber lands. prior to i,954, when the

Belair was not yet a Timber Reserve, some wood was harvested

for the Pine FaIÌs pulp and paper mill. The mil_I used only

black spruce (see Àppendix A for all scientific names), white

spruce, and balsarn fir. Jack pine was harvested only for
Iumber, fuel wood, and utility line po1es. Hov/ever, by 1-953,

nilr conversion at Pine Fa1ls increased the use of jack pine

from 14 to L7 percent in the rnaking of purp (Abitibi-price
Inc. , l-990) .

The percentage of jack pine extracted specifically for
pufp and paper in 1953 is not known. However, other studies
done at that time did cornpile figures that. are rerevant to
rand use. For example, prior to 1953 soir sampre studies

undertaken by the Forest service section of the Department of
Mines and Natural Resources revealed that the terraced upland

areas of the Belair forest was not suitabre for agriculture.
rts primary capabirity was for tinber production (cir1, rgs6).

fn L954 the Belair Forest Reserve (known later as the

Berair Provincial Forest) contained 140 square kilometres (s4

square mires) r âs outlined in Figure 3 (Renewabre Resources

Division I r975) . The Belair remained at this size untit Lg6o,

when the Provinciar Parks Act proclairned that zs square

kilometres (9.5 square niles) of the crown forest rand be

designated as Grand Beach provinciar park (somers I 1964). of
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this, L4.9 square kirometres (s.7s square mires) became a
joint use area (park tand and forest land), and was subjected
in theory to joint-use managernent (Figure 4). However, since
no working interin guiderines were developed, no

imprernentation hras carried out. The bulk of the remaining

Forest Reserve was administered under The Forest Act only.
From the 1960s unt,il LgBz the boundaries of the

Provincial Forest Reserve and the Provincial Park remained the
same. Hohrever, in L964 all ForesÈ Reserves were designated

Provincial Forests (Renewable Resources Division LgTs). rn
L982, the Forestry Branch of the Departrnent of Natural
Resources acknowledged the need to secure more Crown lands for
Provincial Forests which were to be placed in a secure, rong-

term forestry designation. rntensive forestry managemenÈ

would be inplemented to sustain the Annual Allowab1e Cut for
frManagement unit 23, (Figure 5). The ne!,r forest rands hrere

needed for future wood suppry commitments and to meet the
demands of the arears forest based industries (Manitoba

Natural Resources, 1992) .

A three-year study (1994-96) entitled The catfish creek

classification conmittee, recommended that the Berair
Provinciar Forest could extend its boundaries in order to
secure neh¡ softwood and hardwood stands (Manitoba Natural_

Resources, 1986b). A commitment to sustain wildlife
resources was also made. By L987, ân order-in-councir
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established the extended boundary of the Belair provincial
Forest to the present 2o4 square kilometres (78.9 square

niles). ft also created the Catfish Creek $Iild1ife Management

Area (approxirnately 74 square kilometres, 2g.s sq. mires) as

a joint,ly managed area under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Natural Resources Wildlife and Forestry branches

(Figure 6).

Because of the variety of demands to which it is
subjected, the Belair Provincial Forest must be considered a

murti-use resource management area. rt is a naturar resource

production area (forest and wildrife) as well as a resource

extraction area (forest, wirdrife, ninerars) . rt is also a.

quarity public recreational area for wandering, sport hunting,
all-Èerrain vehicre riding, snovrmobiring, berry picking,
wildlife and nature viewing, and cross-country skiing.
Recreational use within the Belair Provincial Forest is no$¡

so popular that additional intensive uses are envisaged. For

example, in 1989 a ski-hirl lodge-site proposal was reviewed

by government and part,iarly approved. No strategy or specific
rand-use planning for such an intensive use vras ever
previously conternplated.

rf a Provinciar Forest is used by the pubric for
recreation and furfils a murÈi-use concept, then pubric
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demand must be considered when defining what a mult,i-use

concept means. How uses and activities interact, and how they

can be rnanaged, must not be left Èo chance.

since the public appears to perceive a need for more

forest wirderness space, user demands must be expected to
continue to escal-ate (Brockrnan and Merriam I Lg73) . This
investigation of representative murt,iple use of the Berair
Provincial Forest wilr provide data upon which a policy
towards user demands and forest protection can be based. This
policy framework can then be appried to other provincial

Forest,s.
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3.2 The Study Àrea and Regional Setting
within the Be1air Provincial- Forest there are Crown Lands

designated as Provincial Forest/Provincial Park, provincial

Forest lands, and Provinciar Forest/!{irdtife Management, Area

lands. The Provincial Forest component is rocated

approximately loo-130 kilometres (62-Bo miles) north of
I{innipeg in the most westerly area of the Locar Government

District (LGD) of Alexander (Figure 2).
To the southwest the Belair provincial Forest partiarly

borders Grand Beach Provincial park and some private lands

associated with frontage on Lake winnipeg. Not surprisingry,
portions of the land base have arready been deveroped for
intensive recreational use. rn fact, the northern areas of
the LGD of Alexander (north of Grand Beach to the Traverse Bay

area) have some of the highest recreationar cottage area

densities in the Province. rn some cases these areas,

developed for recreat,ionar uses, resemble smalr urban com-

munit,ies (Figure 7). rn the Belair Beach, Hirrside Beach, and

Traverse Bay areas there are no$¡ more than 2,zso cottage rots
(Manitoba Rural Developments, l98g) .

To the northeast, the ProvinciaL Forest borders Traverse

Bay, the Fort Alexander rndian Reserver ês werl as some open

crown Land areas. This area exhibits some extremely deep peat

(organic) surface material underlain by waterlogged lacustrine
clays. Arthough this string bog-and-rake terrain is not part
of the study area, the land surrounding these bogs and rakes
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is incruded in the Provincial Forest, having been added to the

Belair Provincial Forest in 1986 and simultaneously accorded

Wildlife Management Area status.
The lowrand area is known for its resident moose, white-

tailed deer, brack bear, and coyote populations (Manitoba

Naturar Resources, 1996b). rt is also suitabre habitat for
weasel, snowshoe hare, fox, beaver, and other fur-bearers, and

provides habitat for grame bird species such as ruffed grouse,

spruce grouse, and the great grey owl.

To the south and southeast of the study area,

agriculturar development has occurred to a Ìinited extenÈ.

Here municipal roads and drainage systems service the butk of
the agricultural sector of the LGD of Arexander. Here aLso

private land has been developed for cereal crops and sod

production.

Compared to the adjacent t,errain, the interior of the

Provincial Forest has little infrastructural development and

has undergone crearing onry in association with forestry
production, mineral extraction, and t,o a very lirnited extent
for provincial or municipal services such as landfilt sites,
microwave towers, and a satellite tracking station.

Roads and trails have been created for timber and

aggregate extraction. There is, however, one central access

road which is known as the stead Trail or North star Trail.
since the 1920s it linked the community of stead with the

community of Berair. Now, however, this trail intersects
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Provinciar Highway 59. Highways 59, LL, and 304 are the only
major traffic corridors reading into the provinciar Forest.
No other municipal roads or rights-of-way have been deveroped.

The lack of access and the absence of supporting
infrastructure for organized activities have allowed
development of a rerativery stable wildrife popuration.
rronically, it Ís this isoration that is so appealing to those
who wish to enjoy the wilderness. This is particularly
evident in the centrar, northern, and western sections of the
Provincial Forest, because the generar public and adjacent
cottaging public have easy acçess to these parts of the study
area.
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3.3 ïana îenure, pxisting r.,and classíf ication, present Land-

Itse Features

The Belair Provincial Forest within the LGD of Alexander

consists primarily of crown land along with a few parcers of
private land (Figure g). All crown land within the LGD of
Alexander has been subject to land-use classification coding

(Manitoba Naturar Resources Branch, t9g9d). The Belair
Provincial Forest, has been accorded Provincial park Lands and

I{ildrife Management Area designations. Hovrever, these are

realry land-use area classifications recognizing specific
land-use interests (Figures 4 and 6). The areas are so

designated by the Provincial Government so that they can be

assigned an appropriate resource development and management

priority.
on Provincial Forest rands, forestry operat,ions occur

under the authority of The Forest Act. rn designat,ed

Provincial Forest/Park Lands areas both The Forest Act and The

Park Lands Act apply and the utilization of the renewabre

resource is to be managed by these two authorit,ies. A sinilar
procedure applies to lands designated provinciar

Forest/I{Írdlife Management Area. Here both the Forest Act
and The I,{ildrife Àct apply, and the utirization and managenent

of the renewable resource is again a joint responsibility.
The classification appried to cro$rn Lands is, therefore,

an inportant component of land-use planning because it
recognizes where resource adrninistrative boundaries are
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located and where management responsibilities tie.
There are, however, some perceived inadequacies in this

approach. The Provincial Forest is administered for defined
land uses, but these may be in conflict with recreational uses

for which there has been littte pranning. since these

recreational pursuits (pleasurable outdoor activities) in a

forest setting are increasing, how wirl the originar l_and

classification of the Belair survive the onslaught of nultiple
uses?

rn terms of current land-use activities, the Berair is
still identified as an active forestry area. operations
related to the harvesting and regeneration of tinber are evi-
dent throughout. Recentry, even hardwoods have been utirized.
Alr of these cutting areas and plantat,ion areas are active.

Aggregate-quarrying is another najor rand-use activity.
sand and graver deposits within the Belair provincial Forest

are undergoing .exploitat,ion. Extraction is for private,
commercial, and government projects. Many such deposits have

been reserved for future exproitation and should be noted

(Figure e).
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The roads and trails (Figure 10) have become access

routes for all-terrain vehicles, preasure touring, berry
picking, and hunting (Plate 2). rn the winter months some of
these trails become busy snowmobile corridors (Figure 11)

(Plate 3). other winter uses of these roads and trairs
include cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.

some land-use features at specific rocations and

permanent sites require acknowredgement. These incrude

saterlite tracking stations (Manitoba Terephone system),

microwave conlmunication towers, and two residents on private
rand near the community of Berair. There is also one

central-ly rocated garbage dump at Traverse Bay (Figure 8) that
is utirized by both the Rurar Municiparity of victoria Beach

and the LGD of Arexander. unfortunatery, many depreted gravel
pits in the vicínity of Highway Lz have arso been used for
casual garbage durnping. some depleted pit areas have been

transformed into well known motocross and all-terrain vehicLe

activity sites.
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4. Pbysicar Geography of tbe Belair provi¡ciar Forest
4.1 Physiography

The study area (Belair Provincial Forest) Iies within two

physiographÍc subdivisions (Figure L2), the Agassiz Lake praÍn

section of the Manitoba Lowlands and the Winnipeg Lake Terrace

section of the Manitoba Lowrands (snith and Ehrrich, t967 ¡

underwood Mclerlan et êf., L976). when the Belair provincial
Forest was established in L9s4 its land area encompassed the
jack pine-dominated upland areas of the !{innipeg Lake Terrace

section referred to as Èhe Berair-Agassiz-sandilands uprands.

Here surface deposits consisted mainry-of glaciar and gracio-
fruvial deposits of boulder tirr and sandy end moraine

materiars. The terrain varies from a gently undurating plain
to that, of an irregurar hilly moraine topography. one of the
most striking features of this upland terrace is its ereva-
tion, which is werl over 244 netres a.s.r. (goo feet) in much

of the area. This is distinctl.y dif ferent from the lowlands,

where average elevations are 229+ rnetres a.s.r. (7so feet)
(Figure 13).

rn 1986, when the Berair provinciar Forest was expanded

eastward, it essentiarry encompassed those rowrand plain
lands. Here, the surface deposits are glaciat lacustrine and

alluvial origin. As a result, this physiographic section
disprays depressed and poorly drained sites over extensive
areas. A distinctive feature is the extensive deposits of
organics (deep and shalrow peat) that overrie the pro-gracial
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rake and glacial tilr deposits (weir 1993). Here again the
terrain is depressed, with extremery poor drainage. These

condit,ions inhibit growth, and only moisture torerant, species

such as tamarack, brack spruce, and marsh comprex vegetation
can survive.

The contrast in terrain between the Lake Terrace uprand

and Agassiz Lake Prain lowland is a striking feature of the
study area (Figure 14). Ivithin the Belair provinciar Forest

the differences in surficiar geotogy, soils, and, vegetation
are distinct between the two physiographic subdivisions. Many

Iand- and resource-related activities have focused on those

easily accessibre upland terrace areas. The rowrand area, in
contrast, has been subject to rittle activity other than

winter tinber removal.
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4.2 Bedrock Geology and Surficial Geology

A review of the study arears bedrock geology reveals the

infruence of underlying materiars. ordovician sedimentary

rock bisects the area from north to south (Figure 15). The

western half of the area is underrain by elernents of the Red

River Formation (linestone and dorostone) and the east side

by sandstone and minor occurrences of shale (smith and

Ehrlich, L967; and McPherson et â1., L}TI).
The forming of the surficiar geology of the area was

dependent on both gracial effects and the pro-glacial Lake,

Agassiz. surficial material content and composition are

rargery dependent on a sitets physiographic rocation. uprand

areas consist of gracio-fluvial (outwash pJ-ains) and rittoral
sand, sand and gravel cray tilÌ, and moraine deposits of
varying composition. To the east are the rowland areas of
glacio-lacustrine deposit,s, within which (Figure re) deposits
of peat of varying age and thickness occur (srnith and Ehrlich,
L967; Underwood et â1., L976; and Mcpherson, et aI., L}T]-).
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4.3 Soils and Vegetation

The soils of the study area are composed mainry of
Brunisolic/Podzolic, Gleysolic, and organic orders (smith and

Ehrrich, L967; weir, 1993). Brunisoric/podzolic soils are

derived from gtaciar and glacio-fluvial deposits such as

outwash and tirr and consist of gravel and sandy material.
These soils are mainly associaÈed with the Sandilands uplands

area. Gleysolic soils have developed upon lacustrÍne deposits
and are associaÈed with clay, sirty, and some sandy materials
associated with glacial Lake Agassiz. These sediments occur

on the rake bed itself and in channels associat,ed with the

littorar, including that represented by the continentar ice
sheet. The other major soil order is the organics, whose

composition is either of Fibrisots or cryic Fibrisols
developed on sites that are rnostry water-saturated year-

round.

The vegetation is characteristic of a nixed boreal-

forest. Upland associations (predorninantly associated with
Brunisolic/Podzoric soils) consist mostry of jack pine and

some aspen. other species, such as white birch and bur oak,

are less conmon. Because of the nature of this soir comprex

(which was deveroped chiefly from sandy and graverry outwash

materiars or on nodified tilr), these soils are welr to
imperfectry drained. sites associated with sandy and graverry

soils are drouthy and consequentry low in organic matter.

rn the Agassiz Lake prain section of the Manitoba
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Lowlands, both glacio-Iacustrine and organic soil associations
occur. The soil spectrum is chiefly organic and Greysolic in
character (snith and Ehrrich, L967). soir surveys and field
analyses have deterrnined that as much as go percent of the
study area east of the t,errace uprand contains organics with
a varying thickness of organic matter 3Ocm+ (12"+) for shalrow
peat, 90 cm+ (36rt+) for deep peat underrain by calcareous
fine-textured racustrine sediments. Most of the organic
composition consists of fibrous to mucky sedge peat

sporadicarry interspersed with islands of brack spruce and

tamarack.

The onry other soir order of significant concentration
is the chernozems, which are located in the vicinity of
catfish creek. These soirs have developed on alruvial and

lacustrine deposits and are moderatery to welr drained. Brack

ash, balsam poplar, some wilrow and wetÌand grasses are
common. (For a complete breakdown of these soir areas

relative to their vegetation mix see Figures L7, which were

derived from aeriar photography and soil surveys of the study
area (Snith and Ehrlich, L967).
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4.4 General Clinate

The study arears climate is comparabre to that of the
rest of Agro-Manitoba. rt is continentar, with large seasonal

temperature rangres and moderate precipitation. rn the spring,
falr, and winter the area is affected by najor frontaL
disturbances between cold contínenÈal porar and warm dry
Marine Polar air from the south. rn the sunmer Èhe area is
generally dominated by Maritime Àrctic with occasional
intrusions of Maritine Tropicar air (Barto and voger, r97B¡

Snith and Ehrl-ich , L967) .

The mean monthry winter temperatures are substantiarry
below o0 c., and mean sunmer temperatures are above Lgo c.
(I{eir, 1983). These temperatures are averages only and do

not characteríze the variations in seasonal and daily
temperatures throughout the year. For example, the infruence
of Lake l{innipeg and Traverse Bay nay effectively retard the
advance of spring, causing delays in earry growth, whire the
growing season can be extended in the falr due to a srow

release of heat from these nearby water masses.

The area I s mean yearry precipitat,ion is in the range o.f

500mm (2o+ inches) of which approxirnatery 75 percent (37Smrn/15

inches) occurs during the growing season (vüeir, 1993).
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5. Renesable and Non-Renewable Resources

Both renewable and non-renewabre resources are

significant within the Berair provincial Forest. The study

area is located within a Forest Management, unit, (F.M.u. 23)

(Figure 5) which contains valuable forested lands with a 1arge

standing inventory of rnerchantable softwoods and hardwoods.

The spruce, pine, and hardwoods from this management unit for
pulp, Iumber, and fuelwood can be continuously harvested using
an Annual AIIowabIe Cut model.

witdrife resources are also irnportant. Among the most

productive wildrife areas are the uprand wooded areas, creek

corridors, bogs, and natural wetlands. rn many parts of the
Provincial Forest the diverse topography and vegetation
provide adequate cover and habitat for wirdrife popurations.

There is arso a limited aquatic resource in this area.

catfish creek is an important spawning area for warleye,
sauger, tullibee, and other freshwater species. commercial

fishermen on Traverse Bay and, to a resser extent, anglers
who fish the bay and creek areas, exploit these and other
species.

within the boundaries of the provincial Forest
substantial deposits of sand and gravel have been identified
and/or exploited. This resource is in constant, demand in the
I{innipeg, serkirk, and other southeastern Manitoba areas.

Renewable and non-renewabre resources in the Belair
. Provincial Forest shourd further be researched, evaruated, and
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in some cases excluded from use or exproitation. A review of
the natural resource base is essentiar to ensure its
protection and allow the recommendation of recreationat uses

that take into account the need to preserve other interests
and capabilitÍes.
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5.1 Forestry

5.1.1 Present Forestry Activity and Capability
The most significant resource rerated activity in the

Belair Provinciar Forest is wood production. The tinber
resource is widery used for purp, lumber, wood crafts, and

fuerwood. rn 1987-Bg over Tooo cubic metres (28oo cords) of
timber r'rere produced for manufacturing purposes - a 7oo cubic
metre (280 cord) increase from the previous year (Manitoba

Naturar Resources, l-986c; r987a). Table 7 represents a

statistical breakdown of t,irnber utilization.
Although these figures may seem small in cornparison to

production volurnes from the Duck Mountain or porcupíne Moun-

tain Provincial Forests, they nevertheress support .the total
management unit timber volumes designated under sustained-
yield plans. rn fact, all of Management unit 23rs t,imber

vorumes, including specific hardwoods, are conmitted now and

into the future (Manitoba Natural Resources, 19g9e). Recent

utilizat,ion of hardwoods such as black ash, American elm, and

Manitoba Maple by furniture companies in l{innipeg makes other
areas of the Berair Provinciar Forest subject to future
intensive timber extract,ion.
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Pulorood

Tabte 7

Tiúer utilizatiqt
Betair Provirrcial For6t -

Piece P¡oduets

lrithin the
1987 (Cròic letres)

Ft ¡al uan¿{ Þnr rn¡{ Îr'atra¡

zo125 Spruce - 1196
Batsam - 145
Jack Pine- 3883 7136

Source: l,lanitoba l¡atursl Resources, Annuat Report, 19g7a

on the uprand sites of the Berair diseased, healthy
rrblowdownrr and fire-killed tirnber stands are extracted under

tinber permits or timber sare agreements with the province.

Jack pine is the rnajor species cut; however, this species is
prevarently diseased. A parasitic plant mistletoe, that roots
in the bark of the trees causes abnormal branching. Mistletoe
has affected some 800 hectares (2ooo acres) of jack pine in
the Provincial Forest (Figure 18, prate 4) (Manitoba Natural
Resources, 1989f; 1965). past cutting activities and current
clear-cut'ting practices have eradicated much of these diseased

stands.

similar practices prevail in the extraction of nature
hearthy stands of jack pine, which is used primariry for
lumber and fuelwood, although some is used for pulp.

other cutting operations incrude salvage cutting of ,brow-

downrr timber resulting from severe r¿ind storms in 19gg-g9, and

fuerwood cutting in areas of mixed tinber where the general
public cuts white birch, aspen, some oak, and jack pine under

pernit, (Figure 18).

Posts - 30 Spruce - Tl8
Poptar - 705
0ther
Hardxoods-20ó
Dry - 48
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Silvicultural activit,ies are reflected in many

plantations throughout the uplands (Manitoba Natural
Resources, 19899) (Figure 19) (prate 5). Reforestation of all
cut-over areas involves prinarily the prant,ing of jack pine

and red pine.

fn the lowlands, east of the uplands area, some sig-
nificant stands of desirable hardwoods and softwoods are

rocated. Here, due to ground conditions, cutting operations
are restricted to the winter season.

Over the years the Belair Provincial Forest area has been

subjected to liniÈed yet progressive forestry rel-ated

activities. All of these activities contribute to the overall
yearly production that constitutes the alrowable cut. rn

L987, for exanpre, the merchantabre timber cut was 7l-oo cubic

metres. However, in 1988-99 an exception to the rule
occurred. Because of the extensive windstorm damage in those

summers, the annual allowable cut was exceeded, allowing for
the emergency harvesting of the jack pine and brack spruce

blow-down (Figure 20) (Plate 64, 68).
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The study area comprises mature timbered sites (cutting
class 3,4,5) | ímmature timbered sites (cutting crass o,L,2);
and non-productive sites (Figure 2L). significantly, the land

base capable of it is now or will become productive forested
land. This means that as timber stands progress from immature

to mature status, their total varue in Èerms of merchantabl_e

vorurne is arways constant. onry those areas that lack forest
growth are essentiarly non-productive from a forestry
perspective. However, with forestry infrastructure site
improvements, some of these lands could become productive in
the future. Lands that are norr crassified as treed muskeg,

marsh, maúsh muskeg, and meadow areas fatL into this category.

Arthough these rands are not important as a forestry resource,

they are valued wildlife lands.

Much of the Berair provincial Forest is productive

forested land. Although the canada Land rnventory rating of
the production capabirity and quarity of the forest cover is
row (Figure 22), the BeLair has significant forest-products
potential. A pulp milr at pine Fallsr âD expanded furniture
industry that uses the arears hardwoods, and the general

publicrs demands for other types of wood products assure that
Èhere is a constant market denand for wood and wood fibre.
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5.L.2 Tbe Inportance of Forestry

The Belair Provinciat Forest is estimated to represent
as much as 25 percent of the merchantabre timber volume of
Forest Management unit 23. on an annuar basis this equates

to a timber supply valued at, close to $g rnitl-ion on a gross

varue of shipments calculation, in 1992-83 dorlars ( Manitoba

Naturar Resources, 1993). rn 1987-gB, 7]-36 cubic metres of
pulpwood, fuelwood, and lumber were cuÈ. Assuming that the
average unit value of a cubic metre of logged wood is ç32.46

(1983 dollars) based on gross-value-of-shipment, the annual

value of forestry revenue could be as much as $z¡r,63s. For

a rogged timber varue at nilI site (for prinary manufacturing)

this 7L36 cubic met,res wourd be varued at $zrg,600 assurning

a Free on Board (F.o.B.) nirl price average of $roo a cubic
metre.

The Belair hardwood stands, as previousry indicated, are

arso significant revenue makers. Black ash, American erm,

and Manit,oba naple arong and adjacent to catfish creek and

Jackfish creek are expected to be exploited in the near

future. The furniture industry has expressed great interest
in these serect hardwoods which are priced as high as gSoo to
$12Oo/Thousand Feet Board Measure (M.F.B"M. ) .

other hardwoods such as aspen are important to the
chipboard industries in I{innipeg. The expansion of demand

from the furniture industry is confidently predicted (Manitoba

Natural Resources, I986b) .
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The najority of the Berair provinciar Forestrs wood

supply is now or wilr shortry be furly allocated. The Annual

Allowabre cut for both softwoods and hardwoods will be

realized. Therefore, reforestatíon (under current poricy, a

Provincial responsibility) is essential.
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5.2 lfilcllife

5.2.1 Present Wild1ife Activity, Capabilityrand Habitat
Wildlife within the BeIair provincial Forest

includes game, non-game, and fur-bearing species. The habitat
incrudes mixed wooded uprands, cut-over areas, stream

corridors, bogs, and wetrands. The habitat support,s big gane

species such as moose, white-tailed deer, black bear, wolf,
and coyote as welL as weaser, snowshoe hare, fisher, river
otter, muskrat, and beaver. Game bird species are also
conmon and include ruffed grouse, spruce grouse, and

sharptailed grouse. The Be1air Provincial Forest is aÌso home

of the great grey owI. As welr, a limited number of ducks

(for example the marlard and wood duck) and heron (Great Brue

Heron) are found in the area of Catfish Creek.

These game and non-game species have value, variously
for food, income, recreat,ion, and science.

The importance of wítatire habitat has arways been of
concern to the wildlife Branch of the Department of Natural
Resources. The area east of the originar provinciar Forest

has been accorded a !{iLdlife Management Area designation. rt
received this status even though a provinciar Forest

designation arso exists for the same area (Figure 6). rn such

locations both wildlife and forestry management practices must

be adhered to in the course of resource harvesting.

The land capable of sustaining ungulates (moose, deer)

in the Berair Provinciar Forest is designated c.L.r. crasses
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2,3,4,5, and 6 (Environment Canada, L9TL) (Figure 23). Of

critical importance are those rands identified as classes 2

and 3, which are production areas. These areas are
responsible for maintaining much of the deer and moose

popurat,ion of the surrounding game hunting area (Manitoba

Natural Resources 1989h). The productive capabirity of these
wildlife areas (and in particular the crass 2 areas) is
directry proportionar to the extent of high-quality habitat
areas. crass 2 lands include riparian habitat, escape cover,
winter cover, and browse. crass 3 also includes these
features but is deemed to be ress productive because of a more

limited capability to produce food and cover. crass 2 and 3

lands are essential wildlife habitat.
Alt wirdrife species require cover. !{hite-taired deer

prefer thick aspen and mixed aspen /jack pine cover from laÈe

spring through nid- farr. Moose prefer the wetlands and bogs

within the east,ern section of the provincial Forest. Brack

bear use the transition areas immediateJ-y off the uprands for
denning but move throughout the mixed forest, areas during the
spring, summer, and fall (Figure 24,).
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rn the wint,er ¡nonths the white-taired deer move out of
the thick deciduous and mixed vegetation to upland sites where

enough protective cover exists. I{hen temperatures moderate

they move to more open areas of jack pine and aspen. Favorite
feeding range is recentty cut-over areas and plantation sites.
Moose move into the mixed-wood/deciduous areas to take
advantage of the browse availabre there (Manitoba Natural
Resources, 1989h).

rn the case of furbearers, both lowland riparian and

upland areas are considered to be inportant habitat. The

Catfísh Creek corridor is good production and survival habitat
for beaver, muskråt, and others. They depend on adequate

water supply, aquatic veget,ation cover, associated ponds, and

relative isolation (plat,e 7) .

rn the upland areas wolf, coyote, and fox are dependent

on adequat,e cover anongst the deciduous and rnixed tirnber
stands. They prey upon ungulates, snowshoe hare, squirrels,
and other smarl mammals living in the same surroundings
(Manitoba Natural Resources, I9g9h) .

upland game birds such as ruffed, spruce, and even some

sharp-tailed grouse are viewed throughout the Berair
Provincial Forest. Ruffed grouse prefer mature mixed

deciduous stands of aspen and birch, and, frequent, the many

forest openings such as crear-cut, areas and trails. spruce

grouse frequent st,ands of spruce and pine and prefer edges of
bogs and the dense conifer stands. sharp-tailed grouser oD
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the other hand, require more interspersion of vegetation such

as wiLlow thickets and grassy sites. They arso inhabit the
tinited open cutover areas and are conmonly seen perching in
smarr crumps of trees and shrubs (oetting et, ar., 1973).

!{aterfowl potentiats are r-imited, and occur only in the
ponds and rnarshes along the catfish creek waterway, where

sites are availabre for suitabre nesting cover and brood

rearing (Manitoba Naturar Resources, 19g9h). This riparian
corridor, even though it is rocated in class s waterfowl
lands, (Environment canada, tg73) (Figure 2s), functions as

a spring and fatt staging area for migrating waterfowl.
Enhancement of nesting cover would increase this arears
waterfowl-breeding potentials. The site is already idear for
viewing local waterfowl such as wood ducks, which nest in
cavities in dead trees.

The only other waterfowl production area identified is
Jackfish Lake (Figure 2s). Arthough the lake is located
outside of the provinciar Forest, the Refuge boundary

partially overlaps it. The Jackfish Lake Game Bird Refuge

protects canada Goose which nest, on this spring-fed rake.
Upland game birds also receive protection where the Game Bird
Refuge boundary extends into the wooded uplands.

song birds, hawks, owrs, water and shore birds are
abundant throughout the provinciaL Forest area. perching and

seed eating birds have been observed frequently. Heron and

bald eagre nest,ing sites are common to the creek corridor.
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Hawks and owls frequent mature habitats where rodent,s, grrouse,

and other prey are numerous (Manitoba Natural Resources,

1986b). of particular interest to the Department of Naturar
Resources are sightings of the great grey owl. rn Manitoba

this species is considered rare/vulnerable. In 1993 !{i1dlife
staff tagged twenty-five owrs in order to identify both their
breeding range and reproductive success rate. The resul-ts of
this ongoing study will be presented in a phD thesis in May

of 1991. A general conclusion is that this owl requires the
creek corridor as part of its habitat range. The owrs prefer
the catfish creek and adjacent rowrands, either wooded or
open. (Figure 26) (Manitoba Natural Resources, L9g9i).
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5.2.2 ¡filcllife Use aud concerns - Recreation rnteraction
Utilization of wildlife in the Belair Provincial Forest

is both consumptive and non-consumptive. This provinciaL

Forest harbors wildlife variously used for subsistence (deer

and moose are hunt,ed by Treaty rndians from the Fort Arexander

Indian Reserve), and to support trapping, sport hunting, and

recreational viewing

The Provincial Forest is an ,,ope¡,, trapping area

(accessible to any licensed trapper). sport hunting seasons

for deer, moose, black bear, wolf, waterfowl, and upland gane

are designated annuaIly. Treaty rndians hunt these animals

for subsistence whenever the animars are availabre, in
accordance with their treaty rights. since sport hunting is
a popular activity it arso draws people from beyond the

inmediate region. Peopre also come to view wirdtife, (bird
wat,ching, game watching, and wildrife interpretation) for
personal enjoyment and educat,ion.

Many forms of consumptive and non-consurnptive uses of
wildlife invorve a form of recreational interaction. A

significant segment, of the pubric sets aside both money and

ti¡ne to participate in such activities. The enjoyment of the

wilderness and the interaction wiÈh wildlife are possibre

because of the proxirnity of the Belair to access points and

t'he fact that it remains as a wirderness setting. yet how

much intrusion by man and manrs conmercial and recreat,ional
activities can be arlowed before the wilderness balance is
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irreparabry artered? rs it desirabre to maintain this
barance? These are questions that must be considered for the
future use and well being of provincial Forests.

of great concern to v¡ildlife managers is the effect of
increased use of renewable and non renewable resources and the
effect this has on the wirdlife habitat. Attention is being

f ocused on pot,ent,iar ross of habitat due to resource

utilization and increased access. rn order to naintain
productive habitat areas speciar management planning in terms

of resource ut,ilization is increasingry urgent. strategies
must be devised to safeguard the witdrife resources where

resource extract,ion has occurred and, as a consequence, access

into new wilderness areas has been provided.
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5.3 Fisheries

5.3.1 Present Fisheries, Eabitat and Capability
The existing fisheries resource in the Berair is based

on catfish creek to Traverse Bay. Traverse Bay is subject to
a commerciar fishing season with an annual harvest, of 1.9

nilrion kilograms. species caught include walleye, sauger,

and northern pike, yelrow perch, freshwater drum, lake
sturgeon, tullibee, burbot, goldeye, channel catfish, and

brack bullheads (Manitoba Natural Resources, 1986b).

The mouth and rower course of catfish creek provide a

sPawning ground and nursery for fish populations of Traverse

Bay. rn the past, channerization of the upstream sections by

diÈches for agricurturar purposes, together with beaver

danming, caused alteration to the stream flow. These draínage

schemes have largely been abandoned. Most of the ditches that
novr enter catfish creek are non functional as hinterrand
drains (Plate 9). The beaver dams in the upper reaches do not
affect spring qrat,er revels and, furthermore, perrnit passage

of spawning fish. The prime fish habitat along this waterway

must be identified and protected (Figure 27). Jackfish creek

to the northwest is not, of equivarent concern because it is
not a significant spawning ground or rnigration route.
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5.3.2 Fisheries concerns Resource use Recreational

fnteractio¡s
A major concern in respect to catfish creek is water

quarity and maintenance of fish habitat. since resource

deveropment projects rerated to forestry can negativery impact

upon the waterways, management strategies including more

careful cutting practices to prevent erosion adjacent to the

creek are necessary. All roads, crossiilgs, or ditches need

to be carefully planned so that spawning and fish rnigration
in this creek corridor can continue. v'rhen drainage ditches
for an agricultural experirnent were introduced in the rate
r94os, these had a destabirizing effect on the waterways and

a probable negative impact on fish migration.

fn the past, forestry cutting operat,ions in the vicinity
of catfish creek have occurred rnainry in the winter. Land

access to the softwood and hardwood supply is via a wint,er

road only that is impassable in the spring, sunmer, and fal-r.
Recreationar use of the area is not a concern at this

time. Àccess to the wat,erway is via boat, or canoe from the

Highway 11 bridge crossing. rn the winter access is by

snowmobile via the twisting creek corridor (ptate 9).
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5. { lfater Resourceg

5"4.1 Surface and Groundwater Resources

The major aquatiç feature of the Belair provincial

Forest is Cat,fish Creek, which is now recognized as important

fish habitat. This vras not so in the past. The areas

upstream from Section L2 of Township l-B Range 8 East (Figure

28) were channelized to support a land development project in
the late 1940s and early 1950s (Manitoba Naturar Resources,

1986b). Following this, pioneer drains were developed

specifically to drain the organic soils both west and south

of tl¡e Creek. This original agricultural development thrust
failed when it was realized that the thickness of the organics

over mineral soils., the surface water conditions, and the

failure of the drainage system to work prevented successful-

Iand development. The present, situation is itlustrated in
Figure 28.

The agricultural developrnent atternpt had a direct effect
on areas outside Èhe present boundary of the Belair Provincial
Forest but rittre on the resource base of the provinciar

Forest. However, when Èhe project failed, the drainage

ditches were abandoned and most of them are now overgrovrn,

vegetaÈed, and beaver-dammed. The ditches directly affecting
the eastern slope of the Belair are also largely overgrown and

vegetated.
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The only other active naturar channel within the study

area is Jackfish creek, an extremely narrow waterway that
sporadically drains the interior wetlands into Traverse Bay.

rn some cases its channel flow is interrupted as it, disperses
into bog areas.

The only flooding threats in the area are created by the
persistent beaver-damming of both Catfish Creek and Jackfish
creek. Hovrever, this has littre impact, upon the Berair
Provincial Forest.

rnspection reveals the presence of aquifer systems

throughout the edge of the uprands. However, Iittle is
documented about, these groundwater resources. This uprands

area consist,s of sandy moraine materiar that functions as a

recharge area. when rainfall and sno$r nelt accumulate the
discharge is eastward towards the lower elevations of the
plains section of the Manitoba Lowlands.

Another situation significant to the Belair is the
presence of graciar and gracio-fruviar deposits (sand, gravel,
boulder, tiLl, etc. ) . They are present in alr of the upland

area. Here surface and underlying soirs are extrenely porous

and reaching of contaminants into the groundwater can easily
occur. rt is therefore highly vulnerable to groundwater

pollution (Figure 29) .
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5.4.2 lÍater Resources Resource Development, Recreational
fnteractions

At the present time there are no major concerns about

water resources in the study area. Hovrever, future
development of the Belair, with intensive use and permanent

siÈe projects, hay have a negative impact on water flow and

drainage. Any extension of drainage systems into
environnentally sensitive areas should be fully assessed prior
to imprernentation (when enforced), and denied when the
allowabÌe-impact threshord is foreseen as being potentiarly
exceeded.

rntensive development on upland sites shourd not be

initiated without exhaustive site investigation. Such studies
would determine the source and availability of water, whether

the development wirL affect, the water suppty or arter its
naturar barance, and whether the deveropment will precipitate
a groundwat,er pollution hazard.

Development could jeopardize aquifers and surface water
supplies. Garbage dumping is also a significant threat
associated with development in the uplands. rn section 26 of
Township L9, Range 7 East, rocar authorities h¡ere forced t,o

close the garbage dump and liquid waste disposar ground. This
was due to the reaching of heavy metars and other porrutants
into the aquifer. on such erevaÈed sites porlution and

contamination of the groundwater has becorne a najor concern

(Manitoba Environment, 19Bg). Inadequately planned
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developments would inevitabty intensify the problem.
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5.5 Aggregate Resources

5.5.1Aggregate Resource Utilization and lts Future potential

The subsurface geologic and surficial georogicar make-

up of the uprands exhibits sizable quantities of aggregates

(sand and gravel). These aggregates are exploited by

commercial companies. The quarity and quantity of these

materials are largely dependent on the distribution of surface
and subsurface deposits created by gracial, prograciar, and

periglacial processes.

This morainic and alluviar material presents a varied
topography. rt can occur as concentrations of gravel and sand

of varying composition, underrain and/or interbedded with
alluviar materials of fluviar and racustrine origin.

There are a number of active and inactive quarries
(Manitoba Energy and Mines, LggT). Known reserves of
aggregates are secured by lease or caveat to various pubric
and private interests.

The mineral potential of the Provinciat Forest has also
been investigated. rdentified sites have been categorized as

to parÈicular resource capabilities and are priorized by the
Mines Branch for future invest,igation (Figure 9).
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5.5.2 Àggregate Resources Natural Resources Recreational
Resouree Interactions
The extraction of aggregates is largery dependent on

demand. The cost of deveropment, transportation costs, and

proximity to market must be considered. Extensive deposits
of aggregates have been set aside via minerar lease and land

classÍfication (crown Land classification), to be deveroped

when required.

Aggregate extraction bears a direct relationship to
other resource uses. Mineral extraction requires road access

and results in forest cover depretion and scarring of the
randscape. since provincial Forests are designated as multi-
use areas, aggregate removal nay be perrnitted, subject to site
rehabilitation. NeÌ¡ approaches to the rehabiritation of
depleted quarry-sites are urgently needed, yet little has been

accomplished to remedy the associated disruption of terrain
in the Belair Provincial Forest.

where abandoned quarries remain, they have often been

spontaneously used for rrunintendedrr recreational purposes.

!'rith the advent of the alr-terrain vehicle and other motor-
ized vehicles that permit off-road use, depleted pits have

become public aathering places for races, hill climbs, and

other off-road activities.
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An alternate use of depleted aggregate pits is for
garbage dunping. uncontrolled accumurations of junk, wrecked

cars, tires, and other refuse are conmon. pits that are

utirized in this way are an eyesore and a potentiar hazard to
groundwater.
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6. Recreatiou

Because of the pressures and hectic pace associated with
urban lifestyles, peopre are escaping to the comparative quiet
of the rrwildernessrr to obtain rerief . usuarry this escape to
simpler surrounding takes place on weekends or afÈer working

hours. The rrwildernessrr sett,ing can be any natural area that
is relat,ively untouched by commerciar activities and human

population. Recreation can be any pleasurable pastine engaged

in by one person or a group. rt is ran action that refreshes
the mentar attiÈude of an individuar'r and is engaged in
because man is seeking pleasure and diversion (Dougras, Lgg2).

The individual who works arl day, the housewife who

labors at home all day, both require a refreshed perspective

Èhat can be pronoted by a change in their environmentar

situation. There is a priority to disassociate oneserf from

the monotony of daily routine. Such recreational diversion
is worthwhile and necessary. Therefore, outdoor recreational
activities of whatever form, if they achieve the sought-after
relief from monotony and stress, realize comparabre benefits
to Èhe individuat. rrRecreation revitarizes the spirit, it
restores a personts vitality, initiative, and perception of
life, thereby preparing the individual to return to his !,¡orkrl

(Doug1as, L982r.

outdoor recreation tends to involve leisure-oriented
activities that inÈeract with the environment. For the
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purpose of this study rroutdoor recreation, is more narrowry

defined to refer specifically to rrforest recreationt. The

forested setting can be a semi-wilderness or wilderness within
a Provincial Forest, Provinciar Forest/provincial park ¡ ot
Provinciar Forest/ProvincÍar wirdlife Management Àrea.

Forest recreation appears to be increasing and changing

in many areas of the province, particularly the Belair
Provinciar Forestl. The pursuit of forest recreation is
particularty prevarent in areas close to centres where peopre

wish to escape from urban pressures. rn Manitoba many

different forrns of forest recreation are pursued.

Traditional forms of forest, recreation incrude such

activities as nature viewing, sport hunting, wandering, and

the viewing of wildlife. More recentry recreational
activities have come to include the use of motorized vehicles
such as snowmobiles, arr-t,errain vehicles, motorcycles, and

other four-wheer dríve vehicles. Hence, the recreation-
seeking pub].ic utilizes the forested areas more than ever

before.

1 rnformat,ion abouÈ increased and changing recreat,ional
use for the Berair Provincial Forest was obtained from
regional forestry personner, unofficial forestry field notes,personal interviews of local residents and store owners inthe Belair district,, statistics of increased leisure homesin areas crose to the Berair, and st,atistics on all-terrainvehicle licences. Data for American forest, recreaÈion use
shows increase and change, see Douglas, Lggz. No comparative
accumulated data for Manitobars provincial Forests have yet
been collected.
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6.1 The Popularity of Recreation in Manitobars outdoors

For those who seek wirderness areas for recreation, the
possibilities are numerous. Many studies have been completed

to determine r¡hich activit,ies are carried out in specific
areas and which areas are the most popular (Harnrnitt and cole,
L987; Douglas, LgBz). outdoor recreation is becoming in-
creasingry popular with Manitobans and visitors who engage in
a variety of sunmer and winter pastimes in provinciarly
administered forest areas. Although there are no data on

exact numbers of peopre who frequent provincial Forests and

Provincial wi;ldlife Managernent Areas, there are sufficient
cornparable statistics on the outdoor recreational use of
Provincial Parks.

fn L987 (May-Sept.) for exarnple, a total of 1,689 ,g|g
vehicles were recorded entering Manitobats provincial parks

(Manitoba Natural Resources, 1997b). This represents a total
of 5.9 nitlion visits, assuming 3.5 persons per vehicle.2
This is a substantial increase over 1977, when LtLsz,2s6

vehicres were recorded during the same time period (Manitoba

Tourism, Recreation and culturar Affairs, Lg77). using the
same 3.5 persons per vehicle, this represents 4.3 nirlion
visits or roughry a 27 percent increase in one decade. The

recreational expectations of peopte who visit, Provincial parks

vary substantialry, between intensive and extensive. rn

2 3.5 persons
occupants used in
Branch.

per car is the averaçfe number of automobile
statistical computations by Manitoba parks
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Manitoba, some of the most notable consumptive demand relates
to sum¡ner homes and camping. Summer home users are indicators
of a desire to have quasi-urban amenities in a wirderness

setting a$ray from a primary residence. users who choose to
locate in rurar and serni-wirderness areas arso indicate a

perceived need for a more rrnaturalrr environmental setting as

an integrar part of their personal rifestyre. At, the present

time there are approximately 6000 leisure homes on provincial

crown Lands in Manitoba (some subdivisions outside of parks

have since been regist,ered and lots within them have become

privat,e). of this number, 37 percent are in southern Manitoba

(Barto and voger, 1978). Most of the suÍrmer hornes are arso

within a L6o-24o kitometre radius of a rnajor urban centre.

Canping in Manitoba is another indicator of a growing

need by Manitobans to escape their day-to-day urban rifestyre.
rn L987 Manitobans accounted for 82 percent of the totar use

of Manitoba Parks campgrounds (Manitoba Natural Resources,

r9g8). rn 1987, 386,452 unit days vrere recorded in Manitoba.

In L977 a total of 3O9,44L unit days were recorded. The

increase (77,ooo unit days) represents a relaÈively modest

increase of approxirnatery 2sz but nevertheless indicates a

growing trend by Manitobans to associate themserves with
recreationar opportunities anay from their every day urban

lifestyles.
A review of these figures indicates that the increase in

use of Provincial Parks emanat,es rargety from urban centres,
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chiefly !{innipeg. rn Manitoba, it appears that the burk of
outdoor recreationar demand is directry back-coupled to the
generar trend tov¡ard increased urbanization. Greater
vfinnipegts population alone now encompasses s7 percent of
Manitobars total (Statist,ics Canada Report, I9B9).

As Manitobats popurat,ion becomes more urbanized, the

demand for outdoor recreationar areas may be expected to con-

tinue to increase. There wirt then be greater demands on

Provincial Parks. Observation indicates that similar demand

pressures are to be anticipated in provinciar Forests.
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6.2 An overview of tbe Recreational Denand on provincial
Forested Àreas

rn 1911 the population of l{innipeg was L42,ooo (Barto
and voger 1978). As early as LgL2 (Barnfather and Lemoine,

L978) people from l{innipeg were becoming interested in forest,
shoreline, and semi-wilderness leisure-related activities.
At that time some attention sras becoming focused on the
southern shoreline of Lake winnipeg. The Grand Beach area is
one example where the shoreline and backshore herd such appeal

that people fron urban centres !¡ere wilring to travel by traiL
(horse) and by boat via Èhe Red River to Lake vüinnipeg to
rêach it. The demand led to the eventual construct,ion of a

railway rine linking winnipeg to Grand Beach, and rater to
Traverse Bay and victoria Beach. The canadian Northern Rair-
$ray company buirt the line between 1914-1916 and further
purchased a 150 acre parcel at Grand Beach in order that a

permanent, recreation area could be developed. Traverse Bay

and victoria Beach eventuarly developed into major seasonal

home vacationing sites.
As the popularity of transient reisure-oriented

recreational activities grew in Manit,oba, so did the demand

for additionar outdoor recreationar areas. prior to the
1930s, areas such as the Riding Mountain and Turtle Mountain

Forest Reserves lrere subjected to only sporadic recreational
use. only a few forestry trairs penetrated these areas for
canping and hunt,ing purposes. However, it $ras not rong
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before more permanent recreationar activity forlowed

cottaging.

After the administrat,ion of Natural Resources $/as

transferred to the Province of Manitoba in L930, a tract of
land in Eastern Manitoba (whiteshell) and the Riding Mountain

Reserve were both considered for Nationar park status. These

significant natural resource areas were consequently assessed

also for prospective alternative outdoor recreational
deveropment. Eventually the Riding Mountain Forest Reserve

!ìras chosen to become a National park. However, this offered
no practical relief in respect to the still increasing demand

by urban populations for outdoor recreational sites near

winnipeg (somers I L964). Areas such as Grand Beach, Belair,
Lester Beach, Traverse Bay, and victoria Beach continued to
receive transient and later a substantial cottaging pressure.

rn recognition of the growing outdoor recreationar
demand of the L930s, the provinciar Government considered

utilizing the Provinciar Forest Reserves for outdoor

recreationar purposes. As earry as J-93J., when the whíteshell
Provinciar Forest Reserve $ras created, forestry planning as

well as some preliminary outdoor recreational strategies vrere

imprernented. rn fact, the provinciat Government was deeply

concerned, and det,errnined to trstem the flow of !.linnipegers'l

to resort areas outside the province, a concern enhanced by

the prospect of ner,\¡ roads that linked Manitoba with resort
areas in Northwestern Ontario (Somers, L964).
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Outdoor recreational development in the !{hiteshell began

in 1932, with expansion of surveys and road access. Í{est Hawk

Lake, caddy Lake, and Farcon Lake were the sites serected and

eventually campgrounds and related facilities h¡ere provided.

rn the ensuing years of economic depression the provj_ncia1

Government sent work crehrs into the Falcon-west Hawk,

Brereton, and I,lhite Lake areas to estabrish sinirar
recreational facilities. The Federal Government also sent

workers to Riding Mountain to establish recreational projects
there.

Provinciar campgrounds, recreationar areas, and road

access !üere a1l established within existing Provincial Forest
Reserves in southern Manitoba. rt was only for a brief period
during world l{ar rr that these rrdemand-related,r projects were

accorded a reduced profile. After the qrar the expansion of
outdoor recreational projects accelerated. The Duck Mountain

area received roads and recreational campgrounds and h¡ay-

sides. rn the rnterlake, roads were buirt to Lake st. George,

for which campgrounds and future cottaging areas were

designated. Provincial recreationar programs rrrere expanded

or introduced in the tühitesherl, Duck Mountain, Turt,re

Mountain, cormorant, and North l{est Angre Forest Reserves

(somers, 1964). The Lands Branch of Mines and Natural
Resources also laid out some of the first recreational
subdivisions on undesignated crown land outside the forest



reserves. Many of these subdivisions vrere created

southeastern Manitoba along the lfinnipeg River, Lee River,

Lac du BonneÈ (Somers, L964).

The lat,e 1950s and mid-1960s t¡ere activity-filled years

in Manitoba in terms of government initiatives and the

challenges of meeting the many and varied recreational needs

of Manitobans. The Falcon Lake sunmer townsite, which

incruded the construction of an 18-hole gorf course vras

planned. Roadside parks were created atong the Trans-canada

Highway, and a substantial parcer of rand which became the

central area of Grand Beach Provincial Park !.ras purchased from

the canadian Nationar Railway. These activities prompted

reorganization within the Department of Mines and Naturar

Resources (L96O-62), resulting in the devolut,ion of
recreational planning, developnent, and administration to the

newly created Parks Branch (Somers, Lg64).

Outdoor recreational activities that developed in
ManitobaIs Provincial Forest Reserves $rere incorporated into
a multi-use strat,egy, incorporating the goal of providing
quality outdoor recreational areas to the public.
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6.3 Traôitional and contemporary Forest nLcreational uses

For Èhe most part, Manitobars provinciar Forests have

not been deveJ-oped for intensive recreational use. only those

areas that are under joint jurisdiction have been subject to
sustained recreational development. The question is whether

this will change,andrif sor should pranning of forest use be

so structured as to encompass the fuLr range of anticipated
requirement,s?

Consistently, traditional recreational use of
Provincial Forests has been extensive not Íntensive, as in
Provincial Park Lands. Extensive uses refer to those ouÈdoor

recreational uses that have no permanency and no operational
infrastructure. They incrude wandering, viewing of frora and

fauna, hunting, fishing, horseback riding, cross-country
skiing, cycling, snovflnobiring, alr-terrain vehicre riding,
motorcycling, and other act,ivities.

rntensive use tends to be persistent and involves a more

permanent infrastructure, for example, lodge sites. These

uses are accotnmodated in jointly managed provincial

Forest/Provincial Park rands. They generate considerabre

inpact on the surrounding t,errain and need t,o be planned and

managed in accordance with an appropriate rand-use strategy.
until the mid-tgeos extensive recreationar uses in

Provincial Forest lands involved li¡nited access to forested
areas by automobile on permanent, roads, and the using of oneIs

own initiative in respect to recreation. After the mid-1960s
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the successfur promotion of snowmobiles and alr-terrain
vehicles completely changed the method and scope of access.

À11 these motorized recreational vehicle types are used

in Provincial Forests today, for commercial as well as

personal purposes. Their users operate individually or in
groups or organized clubs. In Manitoba, to date, there has

been no real measurement of the extent of this use in
Provincial Forests. However, observation and further
investigation by Regional Services personnel of the Department

of Natural Resources indicates that the use of these vehicles
is increasing in some Provincial Forests, provincial park

Lands, and l{ildlife Management Areas (Manitoba Natural

Resources, f989j).

Some data have been accumulated on the negative impact

of these vehicles on flora and fauna (Baldwin, L97Or. These

rerated findings shed some right on the irnpact of increased

access upon forest land. There are increased fire starts
during the summer months, with a potentiar for addit,ional

fires. Both lega1 and illegat hunting have increased, and

once isolated-remote wirdrife habitat is now impaired and/or

disrupted.

Statistics indicate that the bulk of both snowmobile and

all-terrain vehicle users are residents of Southern Manitoba,

south of the 53rd parallel. (Table g) (Figure 30). Of the

22,599 snowmobiles and all-terrain vehicles requiring
licences, registration, and insurance in 1999, 19,96g hrere



Area 1

(l'linnipeg 6169
area onty)
Area 2
(Area south 9403
of the 53
parat tet )

Snorrrnobi tel 3-tlheet 4-tJheet 5-llheet
A.T.V. A.T.V. A.T.V.

Sub-Totat 15,572

Area 3 997
(Area north
of the 55
paral. tet )
Area 4 115ó
(Areas betreen
the 53 parattet
and the 55
parat le[ )

751

t3ó8

Tabte I

Sno¡pbi te and Â1 t -Terrain Velrictes Registered
as of Sept. 1989

Off-Road Amphían Sports 4-Uheet Drive Totat of |,lotorized
llotor- Bu99y frlotor Vehicte Off-Road
cycte Vehicl,es

535

1 128

1443

Sub- Tota I

1663

16

129

215

1on september 1/89 sno¡¡¡nobites rere cl.assified as an a[t-terrain vehicte. AL( future data Hitt reftect this grouping.

ZA.au"t nwúers can be misteading since insurance is issued on a yearty basis yet ticensing is for a three yean period. tthether individuats
keep up second and third year insurance has not been ctassified.

ro9

20

114

513

34

18

7,791

12,177

19,9óg

1,207

424
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from l{innipeg and southern Manitoba. of these, 7,zgL or 39

percent of such vehicles v¡ere owned by residents of I{innipe9,
which has no areas within the perimeter Highway in which these

vehj.cles can legalry operate (Manitoba public rnsurance

corporation, 1989). Much of their operation hence devorves

on the Provincial Parks, provinciar Forests, and !,¡irdlife
Management Areas crose to !{innipeg, especiarry as much rural
prÍvate property is novr posted, and trespass raws have been

tightened.

This cont,emporary form of outdoor recreation attracts a

fairry specific additionat user-group into wilderness and

seni-wilderness areas. As a result, access into remote areas

is increasing.

The increasing demands for outdoor recreationa]
opportunities are precipitaÈing a directional change in the
general publicts attiÈude as to the purpose of provincial

Forests. The Berair Provincial Forest, for example, no$r is
subject to a broad range of recreat,ional activities, whire its
principal role remains that, of a forestry-resource production

area.
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6-4 Perceptions of Forest use and citizen Rights in
Uanitoba

Provincial Forests are increasingly appealing to
recreation seekers because they have become more easily acces-

sible. They are less crowded than the organized areas of
Provincial Parks, and they are more isorated than other
developed recreational areas in the province.

rs the traditional use of forest rand in Manitoba

changing? what are peoplets opinions as to designated
forested rands in terms of alternate and rnurtipre uses? The

ansvter to these questions becomes apparent from the evaluation
of a canadian Forestry service's questionnaire response

(canadian Forestry service, 1995). six hundred Manitobans

!'tere interviewed 3oo from l{innipeg and 3oo from rural and

remote areas. The principal objectives of the questionnaire
hlere to obtain a clear understanding of the public r s avrareness

of the social and economic benefits of Manitobars forests and

the pubricts attitude towards forest management and

development,.

There were arso severar categories of questions that
related to the recreationar use of Manitobars forests.'
Respondents from Manitoba indicated an interest in utilizíng
Provinciar Forests for recreational purposes. rn fact,
tourism and recreation vtere ranked the most valuable uses of
canadars forests. surprisingly, commercial uses and lifestyle
necessity uses hrere rated lower in importance. This rating
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Manitoba ranked second in a national survey, with 66

percent, of respondents valuing recreational and reisure
pursuit,s over livelihood related aspects.3 A further
conclusion of this survey was that a large proportion of
Manit,obans freguently visit, their provinciar Forests and have

a personal faniliarity with them.

The result,s of the survey indicated that the generar
public appreciates many aspects of provincial Forests and

wishes to have them availabre for a variety of outdoor
recreational pursuits. If the Provincial Government does not
plan for the anticipated escalation in recreational activity
on public lands, future conflicts between conmercial forestry
interests and outdoor recreational users courd occur.

Some indication of potenÈial conflict is indicated in the
same questionnaire. rn a response to the quesÈion rshould

government get tougher with forest companies through stricter

The 1989 Nat,ionar survey of canadian public opinionol Forestry issues conducted by Environics Research GroupLi¡nited, advised that zL percent, of their representativã
Canadian respondents adviseã that the country'J forests tothem consisted of ttbeautiful scenery, or rås places f orrelaxat,ionrr.

On a national scale the irnportance of aII Canadian forests isappreciated. This nat,ionar survey recently completed, centredits focus on a range of forestry issues. irre cãntral emphasisincluded: wood supply and foiest land use, forest renewal,environmental protection, forest managernent and forestryprotection.

vthat 
- . 

is part,icularry interesting is the representativecanadian response of 2L percent rãgarding canadåts nationalforests for recreational related benefits.
Source: Environics Research Group, 1999. "
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environmental contrors?r most answered ,yesr. rn Manitoba,

82 percent, of respondents agreed that such action should be

implemented. Judging by the increasing use of forest
environments people want them to be protected for future uses.

These future uses include the pubricfs continued recrea-
tional/leisure activities. rronicarly, the evidence of fire
incidence, Iandscape disrupt,ion and disturbance and harassment

of wildrife by rfrecreationiststf suggests feeble development

of concepts of personal responsibility.
uany Manitobans do not, fulry appreciate the importance

of the ProvinciaL Forests for wood production and as a

contributor to the provincial and national economy. This was

indicated by the ansvrer to other survey quesÈions. Forty
percent of respondents in Manitoba said that "it wourd be all
right to convert some forest lands to either agricultural or

urban usesrr. Another f ifty percent of the respondents srere

of the opinion that the publicts perception about the impor-
tance of rrintactrt forest, areas is not, of importance. This
implies that the generar public does not fully understand, nor

are they furry educated about, the purpose of provincial
Forests.

The findings of the survey suggest that the pubric needs

to be better informed about forested areas: what they are,
where they are located, type of terrain, wildrife they
support, commerciar uses, and long-term straÈegies. They must

know about, forest ecosystems yet understand how forests can
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be harvested and regenerat,ed. Responsible use is essential
and onry an informed pubtic can make reasonable decisions.

Manitoba forests contribute directry to industry and the
provincial economy. Alt,ernate uses of forest lands, uses that
support recreation and reisure must, hoe/ever, arso be con-

sidered. Peopre shoutd have a right to enjoy the forests and,

with proper planning, conflicts of interests need not arise.
outdoor recreational activities can be compatible when

strategies to accommodate them are in harmony with other
forestry activities.
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6.5 The crowtb of Reereational Aetivities in tbe Berair
Provi¡eial Forest

As rate as the nid 19sos recreationar growth was not a

major issue in this part of east,ern Manitoba; the Lake

winnipeg-Traverse Bay area had up to that tine experienced

onry moderate recreational deveropment. Development was

concentrated at Grand Beach, Arbert, Beach and victoria Beach.

Beyond these rocations, the Berair-Lester Beach, Hillside
Beach, and Traverse Bay, which are currentÌy experiencing

intensive recreational development, were then semi-wilderness

areas (see aeriar photo coverage, 1955, compared to the 1986

photo coverage, Figure 31A-318).

rn the 195os permanent sunmer cottages in this area

represented onry a smarl segrment of Manitoba cottagers. Day-

use of the east-shore Lake winnipeg beaches during the summer

months was popular, with Grand Beach the preferred
destinat,Íon, folrowed by Traverse Bay and victoria Beach. rn
the 1950s recreational demands in the Belair Provincial Forest
were associated primarily with the shores of Lake l{innipeg,
not the interiors of the forested lands. The Belair
Provinciar Forest, therefore, was not seriously affected by

recreation-seekers other than those few individuals who

invaded the backlands in search of big game and upland game.
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Figrures 31 A, B, C - 1955

Aerial view of the Belair-Lester Beach, Hiltside Beach,

Traverse Bay shoreline and inland areas with little
recreat,ional development.

Ficrures 31 D. E - 1986

Aerial viev¡

Traverse Bay

recreational

of the Belair-Lester
shoreline and inland
development.

Beach, Hillside Beach, and

areas exhibiting extensive
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By the 1960s the recreational demands on the Lake

lrlinnipeg-Traverse Bay area had begun to change. This area,

like many other attractive rural areas in canada and the
u.s.A., experienced a recreational surge. This !,ras probabry

the outcome of the changing sociat environment of North

America. The 1960s and r70s sa$r widespread increase in
Ieisure time, incomes, education, and awareness, and an

increasing appreciation of the environment (Butler, r9g2).

A consequence of this change was that urban populations

wanted to have greater opportunities to interact with non-

urban environment,s. The recreation-relat,ed changes that
occurred in the Lake winnipeg-Traverse Bay area r¡rere one

result of this phenomenon, which encompassed also a rapid
increase in the use of the Berair provincial Forest for
recreational purposes.

urbanites had more weekend reisure tine, longer annual

vacations, hj.gher famiry incomes, and greater mobirity. These

facilitated escape from the congested urban environment to
areas where they could relax and enjoy unstructured reisure
time. The Lake winnipeg-Traverse Bay area was a desirable
site. Relatively short distance from winnipeg, adequate road

access, scenic quarity, and contrast with the urban/prairie
randscape associat,ed wiÈh I{innipeg made it a favored

destination.
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rn the winter months these trails are used by snowmobilers.

other recreational users of the Belair Provincial Forest are

campers or day-visitors. I{eekdays attract, fewer people, but
on weekends user-densíty is substanÈial, and. may involve
transient populations numbering in the hundreds (see Tabre

10) .

since the earry 1960s the Berair provinciar Forest has

increasingry become a playground for the generar pubric. rn
fact, it is one of the most heaviry used areas in Manitoba.

rt is also one of the most accessibre and scenicalry beauti-
fur forested area within a one-and-a-half hour radius of
!{innipeg.
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Tabte l0

Rec¡eatiooatist UserÆenand Are€ Choît

User

Natura I i st

At[-terrain
Vehictes
(motori zed)
3-uheet,4-nheeI
quad motorcycte

Snowmobí [es

Uptand Gam
Huntets

iligratory Gam
Hunters

Big Game Hunters

Campers: Transients
(tent, canper
top vehicte)

Fuet¡¡ood cutters
(private use)

Horseback Riders

Cross Country
Ski ers

Type of Use

Those invotved uith
viewing the ftora and
fauna of the Provincial
Forest. Those appreciating
the naturat setting e.g.
Berry pickers, mlshroom
pickers, sarderers

Those xho access the uptard
trait areas for the purpose
of trail riding

Those rho access the uptand and
louland traiI areas for the
purpose of tråil riding.

lhe hunting of upland garne birds.
Ruffed grouse, spruce grouse and
sune sharp-tai ted grouse

The hunting of migratory garne
species. Ducks and geese.

The huntíng of big garne species,
Hhite-taited deer, moose, black
bear.

Those rho psrtake in unautho¡ized
overnight stays
-¡ncludes Ieisure oriented peopte,
hunters, berry pickers, A.T.V.
users.

Those rho cut their oun fuel¡{oods
Hithin the designated cutting sreas

Those rho access the uptand and
refiþte trait areas

Those uho access the designated
treits riith ProvinciaI Forest/
Parktards ard to a lesser extent
those Hho utitize the snog covered
traits of the uplards in the
Provincial Forest area.

Location of Use

-Trsils and xood
aFess throughout
the uplands.

-llater¡rays of Catfish
Creek

-Shoreline of Traverse
Bay

-sandy uptand trait areas
-depteted gravel pits,
-Those areas in close
proximity to the seasonaI
recreationaI centres.

-Existing trait areas in
the uptands ard loHtends

-trail accessibte areas
-cut-ove¡ areas
-ptantâtion åreas
-nninty uptand sites

-Those areas of the Catfish
Creek thst aFe canoe
accessi bte

Both uptand ard tor¡land
âreas

-off the existing
traits in the
uptard a¡eas

Designated cutting
areas

Existing trai Is,
and rater hole
areas atong the
ptantat ions

Designated trgi [s,
snoHfilted roads
and t¡ails

Season of Use

Spring, surmer, fatl

Spring, surmer, fall

tli nte¡

Fal,t

Fat t

Spring, Fal t

Sumer, FatI

Atl year round

Various tirnes
Spring, Surmea,

Fat I

IJi nter
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the6.6 current and Ànticipated Recreational Denands on

Belair Provi¡cial Forest

since 1955 the Berair provinciar Forest has been

subjected to persistent increases in recreational pressure,

and has become a desirable destinatíon for recreational use.

These recreationar .uses (up to 1990) have tended to be

extensive rather than intensive. No permanent sites for the
pursuit of recreation have as yet been established within the
Forest. rhis situation, however, cannot be expected to
continue indefinitely. Àrready there are indications that
more user opportunities will be demanded. For examprê, within
the Lake I{innipeg/Traverse Bay area, many of the cottagers who

have locat,ed in inland subdivisions extend their activities
into the Be1air Provincial Forest during their leisure time
in much the same hray as shorerine cottage lot horders frequent
the beach.

Transient visitors t,o the Lake l{innipeg/Traverse Bay area

are arso increasing their leisure pursuits within the
Provincial Forest. They choose it because it satisfies their
quest, rrto get avray from it all, something that cannot, be

achieved in the Provincial parks (i.e. Grand Beach) which are

crowded with day trippers and weekenders, especiarly in the
sunmer months. As well, many people are dissatisfied with a

Provincial Park setting because of the restrictions which

apply there. others require opportunities to ride their all-
terrain vehicres. The provinciar Forest setting seems to be
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capable of accommodating these needs.

Planned observation and random questioning of visitors
indicate that those frequenting the Belair Provincial Forest

have broad perspectives as to the kinds of act,ivities
appropriat,e to Provincial Forests (canadian Forestry service,
1985). In 1988 and 1989 two significant recreational land

use changes nere authorized on portions of forested rand

within the Belair. The first invorved the setting aside of
a rnajor parcel of land for a ptanned hoter complex, associated

road access, and an L8-hore gotf course. The site is located
on lands presently coded for Provincial Forest/Provincial Park

use. The second site involves an area to be commercialry

developed for a downhilt ski operation and lodge. This would

occur on crown land and private land within the provincial

Forest boundary (Figure 33).

These exampres of approved intensive recreationar-

development within Provincial Forest boundaries suggest that
there could be a consequential inpact on present and future
forestry resource production capabirities. The probabre

extent of these repercussions should be investigated.
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need the forest a's a basis of their livelihood, and recreation
groups who want, the forest to persist in a condition which

caters to their pleasure and enjolnrent.
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7. Etrategies for planning Forest Recreation Use

Manitobars Provincial Forests are managed and

ad¡ninistered essentialry under the authority of The Forest

Act. The use of the land base, therefore, is dedicated to a

perpetual growth of timber and for the commercial extracting
of the Èinber resource. provincial forests are, in fact,
reserved for the perpetuar growth of timber as their prinary
function. section 23 (1) of The Forest Act states that rall
Crown lands within a Provincial Forest are hereby withdrawn

from disposition, sale, sett,lement, or occupancy, except under

the authority of the Actrr (province of Manitoba, l9g7). one

would think that such a poticy statement would indicate a

secure rf forestry userr position, but, in fact, the continuation
of section 23 (1) states that provinciat Forests arso have a
purpose of providing for a rrreasonabre user of alr the

resources that, the forest lands contain.
A certain amount of ambiguity prevairs in this statement

because providing for a rrreasonable uset or tother user may

be interpreted in different ways. There are exceptionar

situations in which government or rnunicipar authorities
require service-facility sites such as microwave towers,
garbage dumps, etc. within a provincial Forest, boundary. As

werl, major mineral extraction sites invite deveropment that
impacts upon forestry. However, in terms of the levers of
pubric recreational deveropment, what are the appropriate
linits of use? should the provinciar Forest acconmodate
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intensive recreational development whereby permanent facitity
sit,es, public roads, and all the related infrastructure are

supplied or should only rimited, non-confricting recreationar
uses occur? And if recreational uses are considered as one

of the many rrother usesrr allowed t,o occur within the rmult,i-

userr concept, êt what revel do they remain acceptable and at
what lever do they conflict with the intent of The Forest Act?

Iühat is further perplexing are the overlapping
jurisdictions under which certain Provincial Forest,s have both

Provincial Park Lands and wildlife Management, Area lands

within them. The mandates in respect to management and

utilization of the forest land are compricated by the fact
that, those who administer Park Lands under The Park Lands Act

and those who adninister lands for wildtife purposes under the
authority of The wirdlife Act have different points of view.

rn the latter case the Department of Natural Resources has

deemed it advisable to institute Forest Management Guidelines

for Wildlife in Manitoba. These guidelines hrere introduced

in 1989 in an ef fort to render forestry and r^¡irdlif e
rnanagement practices more compat,ible (Manitoba Natural

Resources, 1989k). Their purpose is to positively manage

forestry-witdlife lands where exploitation of tinbered lands

is to occur. To some extent there are also management

collaborative strategies between parks and Forestry for the

exploitation of timbered park Lands. !{hat is lacking,
however, is an overall strat,egy to deal with the changing
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nature of recreat,ional uses such as those involving motorized

vehicles. Thus, the increased recreationar pressure

(extensive or intensive) on those Provincial Forest lands not

subject to long-term parks strategy, are already or
potentially heavily utilized for these expanding recreational
purposes. such is the case in the Berair provincial Forest.

The need t,o deverop an overarl strategy for recreational
use within Manitobars Provinciat Forests is evident. This is
because forest, recreational activity is persistentry
increasing, and conflict with traditionar forestry-witdrife
uses is occurring. There is also a need to develop a

recreational-uses strategy because the Forest Act itself is
not specific enough in dearing with recreational-use factors.

In the following sections Èhe Belair Provincial Forest

serves as the case moder. As much background data as possibre

$tas compited for review. The review of the data prompted the

deveropment of a body of reconmended basic directives. rn

light of these directives, a recreational development strategy
for the Belair Provincial Forest was created.
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for7.L The Planning anô Recommending of Strategies
Àcceptable Reereational Uses

The use of strategy statements for planning recreational
uses in Èhe Provincial Forests of Southern Manitoba lras

selected as the potentially most effective method of
instituting ways of regulating deveropment and of projecting
long-term recreationar character and demand. These strategy
initiatives vrere formulated from the informationar data

compiled and presented in the foregoing natural- resources and

recreational sections. the use of these data arlows the

formulation of prospective sorutions to the fundamental

questions in relation to whether or not recreational
development should occur, and at what, levels and Ìocations it,
night be pernitted to occur. This styre of pranning vras

serected because Provinciar Forests are, in this context,
conpletery dynamic, unlike parks or rurar areas where

specific long-term recreationar uses can be strategicatly
planned and zoned.

Provincial Forest rands, by virtue of their regislated
purpose, (perpetuarly for forestry use and wood fibre
production) are continuousry being operationarly utitized for
forestry purposes as a primary objective. yet in spite of the

Forest Act, these same forest rands are continuarty being used

for other purposes. For this reason they are considered (to
a rimited extent) as multi-use areas. Recreationar use farls
within this designation, but because of increasing activity,
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and the changing nature of the activity, provincial Forests

cannot be adequately managed under the multi-use strategy.
Recreational uses should, however, be arrowabre if they are

compatible with other interests and perogatives. Rules and

regulations can then be prescribed to operationally administer
them.

The foregoing sections identified three resource areas

within the Belair Provincial Forest (Figure 34). They are

those crown rands whose utirization is essentially
administered via The Forest Actr. those crolrn rands whose use

is administered via The Forest, Act and park Lands Act; and

those Crown lands subject to The Forest Act and The !{ildlife
Act. currently, naturar resource use and recreational use in
the Belair Provincial Forest pursue distinct and separate

goal-s and cannot be effectively managed under the traditional,
vague interpretations of rfmulti-user.

The forestry resource is economically important to the

Iocal area as well as to the province. The arears wood

supply is totally committed in terms of commercial production

on a sustained-yierd basis. The witdlife is also of
significant importance, both for consumptive and non-

consumptive purposes. To a li¡nited extent the central
waterways of the area have a rerat,ed importance as an aquatic
habitat essentiar to the commercial fishery and to a lesser
extent, the sport fishery of Traverse Bay. The provincial
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Forest, also encompasses extensive groundwater recharge areas

and important aquifer systems. such areas also dispray a

surface geology and prant-and-animal communities that in some

cases shourd be considered as fragire in the context of
rralternate usesrr. there is also a conmercially valuabre

aggregate resource

Forest recreation activities are socially significant and

popular. These activities should be compatible with resource

uses, not confrict, with them. Therefore, the following
reconmendations are presented:

1) Extensive recreational activities only, are to be

allowed on Provincial Forest lands solely under the

authority of The Forest AcÈ.

2') Extensive recreational activities only are to be

allowed on Provincial Forest lands subject to a dual

ad¡ninistrative authority as provinciar Forests/wildrife
Management Àreas.

3) Extensive and intensive recreational activities are

Èo be perrnitt,ed on those provincial Forest rands under

a dual adninistration and termed Provincial
Forests/Provincial park Lands.

rt is further recommended that Management Areas r, rr and

III, as identified in Figure 34, should be managed for
compatible resources/recreational use by identifying
recreational uses cornpatible with the t,errain and with other

resource-use activity. rn such a process, acceptable
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recreational uses can be identified for each Management Area.

The u¡ethod of deciding acceptable uses should involve a review

of arr the availabre land-base data, renelrable and non-

renewabre resource infornation, and the recreational
information presented in the background data.

For each Managernent Area, a synopsis could be made of the
physical land base, the resources, and recreational
potentials. Subject, to these considerations, specific
recommendations could then be formulated and where

appropriate, compat,ible recreationa] uses prescribed.

Following this, a long-term recreationar use poricy could be

developed.
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7.L.1 tltanagement Atea I - Provi¡cial Forest Lanôs

Approximately 70 percent of this area is classified
as lake terrace or uprands and the remainder as rowlands. The

uplands relief consists of elevations above the 236 metre (775

feet) elevation. fn fact, some of the most prominent

randscape features are located in this area, with maximum

elevations exceeding the 297 netre (975 feet) mark.

These elevated uplands are dominated by surficial
mat,erials consisting of glacio-f1uvial and liÈtoral sands and

gravers along with some minor occurrences of clay tirl. The

surf iciar mat,erials irnmediately adjacent to the uprands

consist of lacustrine deposits and overlying organic material.
The soils of the uplands are derived from the surficial
deposits and consist of Brunisolic-Podzo1ic soils associated

with the sandirands-I{oodridge group. As welr, there are some

random pockets of surface clay. off the uprands are the areas

of shallor¡ and deep peat, organic soils, mainly underrain by

Iacustrine clays.

vegetation of the uprand sites consists predominately of
natural stands of jack pine, planted red pine, and open areas

with natural st,ands of white spruce, birch, and poplar. SmalL

portions of the rowrands contain areas of black spruce, some

balsam fir, and some treed muskeg, shramp, and fen-complex

communities. The tiurber resource from both upland and lowLand

areas is commercially utilized and the total ti¡nber volumes

are completely committed to that industry.
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The varied witdrife of this area takes advantage of the

extensive vegetation coverrincluding to some extent the cut-
over areas. The uprand mixed forest in particurar provides

a variety of quality habitat. l{hite-tailed deer range

throughout the uplands, while the immediately adjacent areas

are attractive to moose. Much of the uprand is also favorabl-e

habitat for black bear and uprand game bird species. rn ar1

cases wildlife exhibit very different habitat, requirements and

preferences that must be realized.
A network of roads, and trails provide access to the

upland areas within this Management Area. some of them vrere

estabrished for settLement purposes and later for timber and

mineral extraction. currently they are consistently used in
forestry operations and, to a lesser extent, for mineral
removal. They are also extensivery used by the public to
provide access to the scenic interior wilderness areas of the

Provincial Forest,.

This Management Area is uÈilized extensively by the
pubric for individual and group leisure pursuits. The arears

landscape features, rerief, vegetation, and natural resource

features quarify it as an area of significant recreationar
potentiar despite other demands upon it,s renewabre and non-

renewable resources. Renewable and non-renewable resource

development and designated public recreationar uses in this
Management Area can, however, be compatible"
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7.L.L.L Goals a¡d Recommendations, l.tanagement Area I
Forestry:

The forestry resource in Management Àrea I is
economically important to the Province and must be safeguarded

from conflicting development.

1) Forestry-related activities must remain the primary

focus of use of the entire area.

2) Compatible extensive recreational activities must not

interrupt or conflict with forestry operations.

3) Permanent site-specific extensive recreational
acÈivities should be precluded. Temporary (specific time

limit) permits only, for specific uses, shourd be issued,

depending upon site approval, which must be obtained before
permit issue.

Irildlif e:

The wildrife resources in Management Àrea r can t,orerat,e

a degree of disturbance, such as extension of logging

operations onto net¡ sites. Foresters and wildlife officials
now endeavor to minimize these disturbances with various
management, techniques. rncreased accessibirity attends these

forestry operations, and allows for greater pubric
penetration. Recreational uses that penetrate this area,

therefore, shourd not jeopardize or inpact on the arears

wildlife.
1) Extensive public recreational activities can be

relatively inpact-neutral in respect, to wildlife. !{here there
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is evidence that recreatibnar use does impact negativery on

wild1ife, those activities should be disallowed.

2) Any vehicle-use access trail or road within
Managenent Area r should be crosed to that use when it, is
deemed there has or wirr be an adverse impact on the area|s

wildrife or habitat,. Field anarysis and monitoring must be

inst,ituted to accornplish this.
lfater Resourceg:

In this area there are soils that are potentially
sensitive to groundw"a.r contamination. The uprand area is
considered as a recharge area in which rainfall and snoer melt

collect and discharge eastward. Recreat,ional act,ivities must

not, jeopardize this resource.

1) Those recreational activities (if any) that may cause

pollution to the groundwat,er or may severery impact on the
groundwater discharge areas shoul-d not occur.

ãggregate Resourcess

Management Area I includes all of the past, present, and

prospective mineral excavation sites. The extraction of these

minerals is an integral part of resource development in the

Berair Provincial Forest. The management of the excavation-
pit areas has not been progressive and many excavation areas

have been left unrehabiritated. Many of these pits have

become major sit,es for all-Èerrain vehicle use, garbage

dumping, and a source of fire starts. Goals and

reconmendations from a recreational use perspect,ive are two-
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fold. The first concerns those areas with mineral-development

potent,iars and the ratter involves existing sites lacking
proper rehabilitation.
A) Potential Mineral Development Areas:

1) Extensive recreational use of these areas before

development is conditionally acceptable.

2', If and when mineral development occurs, the

excavation areas shoutd be restricted from aII recreational
activities.

3) No recreational use should occur on active sites
until the aggregat,e is rernoved and the pit rehabilitated or

deemed safe for public use by the appropriate authority.
B) Existing Mineral Excavation Areas:

Although extensive recreational uses occur at this ti¡ne

in all of the existing pit areas, they must be regarded as

uses occurring at the publicts osrn risk. rt is reconmended

that:
1) Extensive recreational use in these areas be ÈLaæd

not acceptable.

2l If further pit development occurs, the active
excavation areas should be interdict,ed t,o al] recreational
activities.

3) No recreational use should be perrnitted to occur

until the excavated sÍte is rehabilitated or deemed safe for
public use by the appropriate authority.
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7.L.L.2 Recommendations for Acceptable Recreational Uses

1) Nature Viewing This is a totally acceptable

activity, which includes walking or hiking and viewing of 1and

forms, vegetation, and wildlife. Excluded areas are those

active excavations, logging operation areas, and any other

area identified as a no-public-use area.

2) AII Terrain Vehicle Use This activity is deemed

acceptable as long as it occurs along existing trails
throughout Management Area I. It should be int,erdicted in
areas deemed to be of significant inportance to the natural
resource base or where there is an ident,ifiable danger to the
public. Areas to be excluded from' public use include:
sensitive wildlife habitat areas, l-ogging operations, newly

created plantaÈion sit,es, f orest f ire restrict,ion zones,

unsafe mineral extract,ion areas, and any other ident,ified non-

public-use areas.

3) Snowmobile Use This is a generally accepted

recreational activity. user areas for the most part include

all of the central trail areas and snon-covered roads.

Snowmobiling should not be all-owed off these trails, or where

there is a danger to the public. Snowmobiling should be

restricted to areas away from any significant wildlife
habitat.

4l Horseback Riding - This form of extensive recreation
is generally approved, although Management Area f has seen

little activiÈy of this type t,o date. Restrictions wít1 be
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the same as those relating to motorized activities.
5) Camping - Only site-specific and special site request

areas can be approved for use. Camping should not be

generally allowed within this management area.

6) Sport hunting This is an acceptable activity in
Provincial Forests. Most of Management Area r can sustain

this activity. Except,ions will be those areas in which timber

operations are occurring or where game hunting restrictions
negat,e sport hunting.

7) Native Hunt,ing This is an acceptable activity in
Provincial Forest,s because crown forest lands are designated
rrunoccupiedfr. As with sport hunting, nat,ive hunting is
curtailed only for Order-ln-Council game protection areas.

Relative to conflicts of user groups in the harvesting

of wildlife, greater emphasis must be placed on official
interactions with the native bands as well as sport hunting

organizations to ericit cooperation' in sustaining wirdlife
populations.

8) Cross-Country Skiing/Snowshoeing This is an

approved recreational use and is generalJ.y acceptabre in most

areas except those deemed dangerous to the pubtic. Excluded

areas are active excavation sites, Iogging operation areas,

and any oÈher designated non-public-use-area.
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Itanagement Area II - Proviucial Forest/provincial park

Irands

Atl of this land area is classified as lake terrace.
Its upland relief includes significant elevations similar to
those in Management Area I. Àt least 75 percent of the

surficial material consists of glacial, gracio-fluvia1,
littorar sand, gravel and cray-tirr deposits. The remaining

area displays organic surfaces but, is underlain with mixtures

of lacustrine clay or sandy morainic deposits.

Grey-wooded and humic Greysors as welr as podzoric soils
are conmon throughout. The vegetation of sandy morainic sites
is dominated by jack pine and aspen in well drained areas, and

by tanarack and cedar on wet sites.
Among wildlife, whit,e taited deer, fur bearers, and

upland game birds predominat,e, as in Management Area I. There

is linited but favorable habitat for the production of
r¡ildIif e.

Management Area II, like Management, Area I, is
exÈensively used for recreation. Because of its park Lands

designation, it has been subjected to some organized

recreational uses. These incrude established cross-country

ski trails and snowmobire trails. Long-terrn recreational
cornmitments for the area include some rnajor intensive
recreational development. Because of this the utilization of

the ti¡rber resource in this area cannot, be managed to the same

level as in Management Area I. In fact, the timber resource
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should be managed separatery, with its ohrn Arlowabre cut
calculation. The rationale for this is the joint
jurisdiction, that of Forestry and that of parks.

on such Park Lands, where both intensive and extensive

types of recreational uses are provided for, there is a need

for more pranning. rn this area the strategy for managing

future recreational uses should be given special
considerat,ion. Major intensive recreational uses impact

significanÈry upon the surrounding lands in this area for
several reasons. For exampre, the general public r,rhich

ut,irizes such areas does so for longer periods of t,ime and

demands more stability in respect to the visual surroundings.

Depending on the type of recreational operation and its
acreage (lodge and golf course) the adjacent wooded area may

be required to retain an extensive visual buffer zone that
would preclude forestry operations. Non-intensive

recreational developments such as organized cross-country ski
trails and snowmobile trails might be expected to require
wooded buffer zones excluded from forestry operat,ions.

Joint-use areas are special areas for both resource

harvesting and recreat,ionar utirization. Therefore, arl forms

of development (recreationar or resource harvesting) shoul-d

be cooperatively managed. Any goals and reconmendations

suggested must be cognizant of this.
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?.L.2.L Goals and Reeonmeuôations

Forestry/Parks:

The resource base of Management Area II is important to
both Forestry and Parks. The area will be evaruated in terns
of commercial developmenÈ as part of the forest management

mandate, and in t,erms of intensive and extensive recreational
potentials in t,erms of parks management. Because of the duaL

designation of the area, the following reconmendations should

be implemented:

1) Parks managers and forestry managers should identify
cornpatible areas in terms of their management criteria and

mandates.

2) Appropriate buffer strategies should be implernented

in the interests of maintaining visual landscape quality.
3) The commercial utilization of rnature and diseased

stands of softwoods and hardwoods should continue as a land-

use priority.
Ílildlife:

Intensive and extensive recreational development, and

forestry operations, will affect wildlife and it,s habitat.
Recreational uses and timber operations should be planned for
in a manner that will cause minirnal disturbances to the

wildlife, and with an eye to habitat enhancement.

1) Management Area ÍT, because of the recreational
development potentials already being realized, is in need of
a special recreational resource development plan. Recreational
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development would be conditionar upon the continued werl-
being of wildlife.

2) This plan for Management Area fI should include zones

for forestry operations, and at the same tine be dynamic

enough to include strategies to minimize the risk to wildtife.
Ifater Resources:

This area, Iike Management Area T, includes sensitive
soil areas that are vulnerable to groundwater contamination.

Any recreat,ional developrnent, whether intensive or extensive,

must be designed so it will not inpair this resource.

1) Activities that have the potenÈia1 to pollute the

groundwat,er or to negatively affect, groundwater discharge

areas should not occur.

Àggregate Resourcess

AlÈhough there are no active excavation sites nor any

mineral leases in this Management Area, sizabre deposits of
potentialry exproitabre sand and gravel have been identified.
!{hether any extensive exploitation wilt ever be undertaken

cannot be forecast at this time. However, because of this
potent,ial, it is imperative that, any development strat,egies

that pertain t,o intensive recreational devetopment, in these

areas not occur until a conprete assessment of minerar

deposits is completed.

A) Potential Mineral Development Areas:

1) Extensive recreational use of these areas is
currently deemed acceptablq".
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2') Intensive recreational uses should be planned fc¡c i¡
consultation with the appropriate authorities who are charged

with the administration of The Mines Act,and should be sited
so as to avoid conflict-of-interest relative to mineral
extraction.

3) Any depleted mineral extraction areas should be

subject to scheduled rehabilitation.
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Recommendation for Àcceptable Recreational Uses

The entire spectrum of potentially acceptable intensive
and extensive recreational uses cannot as yet be fully
addressed. The ident,ified snowmobile trails, cross-country

ski trairs, and nature trails are deemed compatible uses.

However, plans for the installation of some major resort
facilities, which would engender concomitant intensification
of recreationar Írnpact on adjacent portions of the Management

Area must be carefully evaluated.

Management Area II is in need of a rnajor recreational
resource-use pranning report. rn the interim, only those uses

that are extensive (non-pernánent and representing a minimum

capital outlay) and are specifically recognized by parks

Branch administration should be allowed.
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7.L.3 ltanagement Area rrr Provincial Forest/tvildrife
ItanageEent Àrea.

The bulk of this Management Area is classified as

lowlands. For the urost part, it lies at elevations berow 236

metres (775 feet). The terrain consists chiefly of sandy,

silty, clayey morainic and alluviat deposits. The topography

is essent,ially flat to gently sloping. The soils are

characteristic of lacustrine rowlands and consist of deep and

shallow peat,s with only a few areas of humic aleysols over the

unaltered lacustrine deposits.

The vegetation is dominated by brack spruce and tamarack

in water-saturat,ed sites. other poorry drained sites vary

between treed muskeg and fen complexes, in varying

combinations, with significant areas of peat. Mixtures of
white spruce, aspen, and balsam fir occur on the slightty
erevated (and hence better-drained) sites. some elevated cray

banks along catfish creek and Jackfish creek harbor

significant stands of hardwoods such as black ash, rnap]_e, and

elm.

The forestry resource and the wildtife resource are of
paramount importance in Management Area rrr. commercial

forest products are derived from both the softwoods and

hardwoods. Black spruce is chiefly utilized in the pulp and

paper industry and the hardwoods are utirized for the rough

lumber and furniture industries.

The wildlife is of many types. The major ungulate is
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moose, but white-tailed deer have been notedr âs has black
bear. Furbearers, waterfowl_, game birds, sonçt birds, and

raptors such as the rrrare/vurnerablet great grey owr utilize
the area. There is also a linited fisheries resource related
to catfish creek. Although not much is known about the
overall extent of the creekrs role in sustaining the fisheries
resource, it is a significant spawning ground for many of the
fish species cornmon to Traverse Bay and Lake !{innipeg.

Management Area IIf is quite isolated and lacks

significant infrastructural development such as all-weather
access routes. The partiaJ-Iy operable catfish creek drainage

system is in part largely overgrovrn with vegetation, and

becoming beaver-dammed. I{irdlife no doubt, wirJ- continue to
benefit from this situation.

Recreational development and activities have been, to tÌ¡e
present, very linited. rsolation and low accessabirity cause

it to differ significantly from Management Areas r and rr.
The only recreationaL activities occurring in this area appear

to be those associated with extensive uses.
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7.L.3.1 Goals and Reconmenôations

Forestry/nildlife:
The forestry and wirdrife resource of Management Area

III are of considerable significance and should be safeguarded

against the prospect of future conflicting recreational
developments.

1) Forestry-related activities and wildlife management

should continue to be the prirnary uses of arr of this area.

2) Recreat,ionar activities should not interrupt or
conf lict with the designated prirnary uses.

3) Forestry and wirdrife managers shourd jointty control
all forestry-related operations.

4) All forestry operations shourd be conducted during
the winter months so they wilr not require any permanent arr-
weather road access.

Water Resourcess

Groundwater hydrorogy and surface water are important
features of this management unit. To modify them would likery
affect the quality of the area a factor that is of
significant importance to wildlife. Extensive recreational
development is not considered to be as much of a concern as

in Management Areas r and rr. However, if at some future date

recreational development were to become prevalent, it should

not put the water resource in jeopardy"

1) Recreational activities which may cause porrution to
the groundwater or irnpact on the discharge areas which wourd
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ultiurately affect the water tevers of the lowlands shourd be

interdicted.
Aggregate Resources:

There has been little demand for aggregate or organic

material from this nanagement area. Future demand is not

anticipated. Consequently, there appears to be no urgency to
anticipate strategies as to their potential exploitation.
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7.L.3.2 Recouendations for Aeceptabre Recreational uses

Extensive, as distinct, from int,ensive uses, are

appropriate to Management Area III. They include:

1) Nature Viewing This activity represents an

acceptable, extensive non-consumptive recreational activity.
Walking, híking, and boating into the area can be approved.

All-terrain vehicle or other vehicle use should be interdicted
in sensit,ive wildlife areas. To date, few roads or trails
exist to stimulate a concern.

2') All-terrain Vehicle Use This is a conditionally
acceptable recreational activityr. however, at, this time, there
are few trairs that provide access into Management Area rrr.
The t,errain is so rugged that there is some hazard to
participant,s. Interdicted areas should be identified by

Forestry or Wildlife, ie. logging operation areas, sensitive
wildlife habitat areas, et,c.

3) Snowmobile Use - This is a conditionally acceptable

recreational activity on existing trails, drain areas, and on

catfish creek. New trail construction should not be approved

without the prior compretion of appropriate irnpact studies.

4l Cross-Country Skiing/Snowshoeing - These are approved

extensive recreational uses. To date some winter trails are

used, but the activity is quite linited. Interdict,ed are

logging operation areas and any designated non-public-use

area.
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5) Sport Hunting This is a conditionally acceptable

activity in Management Area rrr. Arl of this management area

can support sport hunting. Exceptions will be active tinber
operations and other interdicted areas that studies may

reveal.

6) Native Hunting This is an acceptable activity in
this managemenÈ area as these Crown forest lands are

designat,ed rrunoccupiedrr. As with sport hunting, native
hunting is curtailed onry for order-in-council game protection
areas.

Relat,ive to conflicts of user groups in the harvesting

of wildlife, greater emphasis must be placed on official
interactions with the native bands, as werl as sport hunting

organizations, to elicit, co-operation in sustaining wildlife
populations.

7) Canping OnIy site-specific and special-site-
requests areas should be approved for use. This activity
should normally not be allowed within Management Area III.
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7.2 I'ong-Term Provincial Forest Recreational Use Policy-
Reconmendations

Many Provincial Forests are valued for their recreational
potential. In Manitoba increased use of forest land for
recreational purposes is anticipated. Most of these areas are

not fulry recognized officiarry for their recreational
potentiars, even though their popurarity as a base for leisure
activities has been increasing.

In the Belair Provincial Forest recreational activities
have for some years novr, continuously expanded. Outdoor

recreational activities are the rnajor use, while intensive
recreational developments have yet to materialize.

Intensive recreational development and uncontrolled

ext,ensive recreat,ional development could prove disastrous for
Provincial Forests. If such uses were allowed to develop

unchecked in an unplanned manner, the land base and principal
resources nov¡ being exploited would be negatively affected.
For example, a ski-hill development would result in a

reduction to the forest land base, introduce Èhe public on a

permanent basis, and affect any adjacent and long-term timber

harvesting operations.

I{hether or not, Provincial Forests have appropriate

Iegislative authority to control future recreat,ional

developments and uses is debatabre. wha! is criticar is the

acknowledgement, that appropriate strategy plans be developed

to regulate and control future recreational activities.
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Recreational uses in many forests have already reached levels
at which their influences impact on the natural resources and

relat,ed operations that have economic importance for the

province.

Liniting public recreational uses in resource production

areas and natural habitat areas is basic to sustainable

development principles. This means, however, that within
specific areas, certain recreationar activities cannot be

allowed while others can. rn the Belair provincial- Forest

intensive use is restricted to specific, limited areas.

Unplanned intensive uses would doubtless lead to a reduction
of potentials in terms of both forestry and wildlife
resources.

On the other hand, controlled outdoor recreational uses

should be accommodated. However, they must, be accounted for
and acknowredged in arl strategies apprying to the utirization
of Provincial ForesÈs.

The following policy reco¡nmendations should, therefore,
be considered for Manitobars Provincial Forests:

1) All Provincial Forests in Southern Manitoba should

be subject to a recreational use management and operational

strategy.
' 2) A range of appropriate recreational potentials should

be identified for each of these provincial Forests.

3) The range of recreational opportunity accommodat,ed

should be based on complete knowledge of the capability,
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capacity, and resilience of each area.

4') Interdicted recreational activities should be

rationalized and explained to the general public. The

Department of Natural Resources should develop strategies and

nethods for inforrning the pubric in regard to allowable and

restricted recreational uses in provincial Forests.

5) It is further reconmended that the Departnent, of
Natural Resources enter into discussions with the public about

the primary importance of forested areas and the tirnitations
inherent in a 'tmultipre userr phirosophy. A pubric education

program should be integral to this process.

6) Once a recreational-use strategy is developed for
Provincial Forests, reguratory operationar guiderines should

be developed and introduced to the public, ie: signage of
acceptable uses (no-go areas, winter-use areas, no-public
access, etc. ) is all part, of this procedure.

7) All issues of a recreational nature nust be dealt
with in an integrated manner. The Department of Natural

Resources must entrust the Branchesr integrated pLanning and

management teams (Resource Planning committees) with this
mandate. this is not a singre branch strategy but a rnulti-
branch responsibility. For example, confrict resorut,ion

mechanisms relative to forestry/wildrife issues and

forestry/recreational issues can be devised. Resource

managers from various disciplines should all interact in the

design of cutting plans, rene!"al activities and access control
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mechanisms. The same applies to outdoor recreational users.

Forestry operations and recreational users can co-exist as

long as the participat,ing public realizes that its activities
are conditionally allowed, depending upon their influence on

the forestry operation the and forestsr well being. For

example, joint pre-planning of snowmobile trails and cross

country ski trails should occur.
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8. Conclusions

Data collected from a study of Manitoba forests, in
particular the Belair Provincial Forest, establishes that they

are important renewable and non-renewable resource production

areas. However, a case evaluation of the Be1air Provincial
Forest reveals that some Provincial Forests are subject to
additional demands, amonçf them public recreational use.

The expanding popularity of recreational activities in
forests in which natural resource production has predominated

poses significant management problems. These problerns are not

easily addressed despite the rrmulti-userr clause in the Forest

Act. A strategy whereby intensive and extensive recreational
uses can be managed is proposed. A study $/as undertaken

involving a detailed review of the renewable and non-renewable

resources and the fulI range of outdoor recreational
activities and demand associated with the Belair Provincial
Forest. Those background data hrere analyzed to provide the

basis for identifying acceptabre and non-acceptabre

recreationar uses. The rnethod devised is deemed appropriate

for application in arl Provincial Forest,s for the managemenÈ

of recreational activities.
The Manit,oba Government shourd recognize that outdoor

recreational pressures are continuing to escarate and focus

a$¡ay from traditional areas such as establ-ished rnunicipal and

provincial park systems. rf use of Provincial Forests in
southern Manitoba is seen as a logical att,endant consequence
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of this phenomenon, then outdoor recreational strategies for
the protection of natural resources and public enjoyment of
leisure wirderness pursuits must be devised and implemented.

In this discussion about prescribÍng recreational uses,

protecting natural resources, and regulating certain
activities for conservat,ion purposes, it nay be necessary for
the Provincial Government to elicit the support of not only

the general public but the appropriate native bands, ie. The

Fort Alexander rndian Reserve, in this endeavor. successful

and workabre recreational/resource use strategies wirl have

to include workabre revels of co-operative rnanagement among

these user groups if this planning strategy is to succeed.

Co-management, arrangements may weII serve to achieve the

desired result,s (Pinkerton, 1999). In this case, ân

operationalry acceptabre working plan of recreationar use for
Manitobafs Provincial Forests is desired. A pro-act,ive

approach to Èhe planning and nanaging of sustainable

recreational uses in Provincial Forests is necessary and

cannot be achieved without co-operation from all levers of
society.
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APPENDTX A

A LISTING oF SOME IMPORTANT MAMI4ALS, BrRDs, FISH AND
VEGETATION ASSOCIATED TO THE BEI,AIR PROVINCTAL FOREST

CERVIDAE Deer

odocoùeus virqinianus white-taired deerAlces alces Moose

MAMMALS

CANTDAE

Canis lur¡us
Vulpes vulnes
Canis latrans

URSTDAE

Ursus americanus

CASTORIDAE

Castor canadensis

MUSTELIDAE

Martes pennanti
Lutra canadènsis

LEPORIDAE

Lepus americanus

ARVTCOLTDAE

Ondatra zibethicus

Wild Dogs

Wolf
Red Fox
Coyote

Bears

Black bear

Beaver

Weasels

Fisher
River otter

Rabbits, hares

Snowshoe hare

Voles and Lemmings

Muskrat
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BTRDS

STRTGTDAE True OwIs

Strix nebulosa Great Grey Owl

ARDEIDAE

Ardea herodias

ANATIDAE

Aix sponsa
Anas platvrhynchos
Branta canadensis

PHASIANIDAE

Bonasa umbellus
Dendraqapus canadensis
Tympanuchus phasianellus

ACCTPITRIDAE

Haliaeetus leucocephalus

CORVIDAE

FRINGTLLIDAE

TURDTDAE

Herons, Bitterns

Great Blue Heron

Ducks, Geese

I{ood Duck
Mallard
Canada Goose

Grouse, Pheasants

Ruffed Grouse
Spruce Grouse
Sharp-TaiLed Grouse

Hawks, Eagles

Bald Eagle

Crows, Jays

Grosbeaks,
Buntings, Finches
Sparrows

Thrushes
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FRESHT{ATER FISH

PERCIDAE

Stizostedion vitreum (Mitchilf)
Stizostedion canadense (Smith)
Perca flavescens (Mitchill)

COREGONTNAE

Coregonus artedii Lesueur

GÀDTDAE

Lota lota (Linnaeus)

HIODONTIDAE

Hiodon alosoides (Rafinesque)

ICTALURTDAE

Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque) Channel Catfish
Ictalurus rnelas (Rafinesque) Black Bullhead

ACTPENSERIDAE

Acipenser fulvescens Rafinesque Lake Sturgeon

!Íalleye
Sauger
Yellow Perch

Burbot

Goldeye

SCTAENTDAE

Aplodinotus qrunniens (Rafinesque) Freshwater Drum

ESOCIDAE

Esox lucius Linnaeus Northern Pike
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VEGETATION

PINACEAE

Larix laricina (DuRoi) K. Koch Tamarack
Picea alauca (Moench) Voss White Spruce
P. mariana (Mi11) BSP. Black Spruce
Abies balsamea (MifI) L. Balsam Fir
Pinus banksiana Lamb. Jack pine
P. resinosa Ait. Red pine

SALICACEAE

Populus tremuloides Michx. Trembling Aspen
P. balsamifera L. Balsam poplar
Salix L. spp. Willow

FAGACEAE

Ouercus macrocarpa Michx. Bur Oak

BETULACEAE

Betula papvrifera Marsh.

OLEACEAE

Fraxinus niqra Marsh.

ULMACEAE

Ulmus americana L.

ACERÀCEAE

Acer necrundo

White Birch

Manitoba Maple

LORANTHACEAE

Arceuthobium spp. Mist,tetoes
Arceuthobium americanum American Mistletoe

Black Ash

Àmerican EIm


